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British talent scores 
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ider the weight of the UK increasingl t with No Doubt's TVagic handstomi te highest US placing ThelObi 
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BMGvowstofight 
Donald royalty writ BMG is vowing to rigorously defend a writ served against it by Howard Donald for £600,000 in nnpaid roy- 

the string of wrangles following the split of Take That in spring 1996, Howard issued the High Court writ 
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Michael Bolton 

AU That Matters 

Over 5 million albums sold in Britian since 1990 and the story continues ... 
His brand new album includes the hit single THE BEST OF LOVE / GO THE DISTANCE 

★ TV Advertising; National Channel 4, ITV, Satellite & Cable channels. 
★ Radio Advertising; Across selected ILR stations. 
★ Press Advertising; National & Women's press. 
★ National Outdoor & London Underground illuminated 6 sheet poster 

sites, selected B.T.A & London Underground 12 sheets right throueh 
to Christmas. 8 

★ Massive retail presence with Windows & instore profde. 
★ Two major promotion visits to Britian pre-Christmas for 

TV's (including The Lottery & Talking Téléphonés), press & radio. 
CD • CASSETTE 488531 4 ■ 2 ORDER NOW FROM SONY MUSIC TELESALES, Tel : 01J96 395151 ( «u 
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NEWSDESK: 0171-921 5990 or e-mail musicwBQk@dotmusic.com 

Police swoopto smash bootleg ring 

with a ;ail v. Î0,000, were u ' raids on October 24 a en in Surrey and Hemc d in Hertfordshire an ities by artists includin 

cy ring'in wkh links to^cv- eral overseas dealers. They could now face charges under both the 1994 Trademarks Act and the 1988 Copyright Designs and Patents Act. Ail four were bailed by police to return on January 8. 

David Martin, the BPI head of opérations, says he is confi- dent the raids will lead to further arrests in the UK and overseas. He says, "It's quite significant. It's fair to say these particuiar indi- viduals are among the biggcst boot- leg dealers in the UK with certain international links, as is evidenced by what was found in their possession." 

Song Contestfinalists 

getWoolies'backing 
by Robert Ashton 
The Great British Song Contest's poten- tial to launch pop careers received a 61- lip last week with Woolworths agreeing to give it retail support by stocking and displaying the four finalists. The r 3 follow ds by this year's final- 
winnerKatrinafeTheV/aves,11"™8 0n 

Jonathan King, who is being retained 

Tim Coles, trading controller at Wcolworths, says the retailer was per- suaded to stock the four finalists regardless of their chart positions because it anticipâtes huge sales. "I think we want to make sure we get in early because you never quite know who is going to be the next big talent," he says. Coles adds he is optdm the four will achieve high ch tions because of the média they are guaranteed. 

C0UNTD0WN TO 
EUR0VISI0N 

December 5 - deadline fo songs to the Grest British Song Contest Mid-January- Basca and MPA select a shortlist of 30 songs Late-January - a BBC judging panel arrives at eight semi-finalists Late-February - a further sélection procédure involving public voting arrives at 

andthe£ 

many calls from the public last time trying to track down the records. By the time the acts are ready to com pete they have usually got record deals 
King, who expects to fit •oundhalf r judging, 

vatched by mated 100m people Worldwide. "I think it is now proven GBSC can 

The Great B: 
say they expect a record number of en tries for next spring's compétition. Basca chairman Guy Fletcher says the success of Katrina & The Waves' Love Shine A Light, the first UK Eurovision winner since 1981, is having 

"1 think we had around 600 songs last time, but with it being in Britain this year and with Katrina & The Waves winning, we should get the magie 1,000," he says. Fletcher estimâtes around three quarters of entries will come from Basca writers. The closing date for entries is December 5. Basca and MPA will then whittle down the entries to 30, which will go forward to a BBC judging panel to choose eight semi-finalists. A further vote involving the public selects four finalists for the GBSC. No screening date for the GBSC has yet been finalised, but the BBC says Eurovision on May 9 will be shown live. Entry forms for the GBSC cost £40 

WEAistobankroll 

Black'snew label Clive Black is continuing to bounce back and forth between EMI and WEA, with the former EMI manag- ing director resurfacing in the music business with a new label funded by WEA. Black is launching Mack Life in partnership with Mark Morrison, who will be directly involved in sign- ing new black artists. In a parallcl move, Black is creating management company Blacklist Entertainment and installinf " " former EMI A&R colleague Paul Mitchell as gen manager. The company's first clients are Babylon Zoo': who Black will and Mor and A&R for EMI, 
ack left EMI in February 1994 to become A&R director of WEA, which he quit in Septcmber 1995 to return to EMI as MD. He says the irapetus to start Mack Life came after realising where his main strengths lay after leavingBrook Green in June. , i , . . , , "My relationship with artists, the understanding I bïWEA' l'sonoofthefewl have for them, [is my strength]," he says. "Mack Life , artists," says Black. Morrison says it is a natural move for him: I v will give me the opportunity to work with the cream of 1 always coasidered mysalf a businessman wbo happons to sing. black British talent. We want to sign the Aretha of Mack Life is going tobevery important for the developmentof new Dagenham and the Michael Jackson of Hounslow." 1 British R&B ta|Bnt We neBd something in this country like a Motot Morrison will continue to record for WEA, but ... .... u, .j;.i„„ «nS Hnnt Black doesn't rule him out switching to Mack Life or DeathRow. Labels haro dont bava a black tradition and dont in the future. Black also plans to establish an alterna- | market their black acts well.Wa will heableto give them speciali tive label. takethemtoahigherl 

NEWSFILE 
CIN unveils new chart for jazz fans CIN has launched ils first jazz-only album chart in a link-up with specialist broadeaster Jazz FM. The new countdown will go out exclusively on both Jazz 1022 in London and Jazz 1DI1.4 in the North-west. It replaces a previous chart compiled by the station itself, The new chart is a weekly national Top 40 based on the two previous weeks' record sales from both indie stores and specialist multiples such as HMV and Virgin. 
Essential Festivals calls in liquidator Essential Music Festivals, organiser of the Brighton Essential Festival and Essential Weekender, has gone into voluntary liquidation with a first statulory meeting of creditors taking place in west London on October B. The meeting heard there were total creditors' claims of £242,020, including £11,502 claimed by the PRS, against less than £9,000 of assets. It confirmed the appointment of Geoff Rhodes, of insolvency practitioners Léonard Curtis&Co, as liquidator. 
Mobo theme gets February release WEA has announced plans to release Keep That Dream by Akin, the theme song to this year's Mobo Awards, as a single on February 2 next year. The track, which was specially written for the awards by the band with Simon Tauber and Ben Robbins, features on Mobo: The Awards, a compilation featuring this year's nominees which is released by Warner ESP today (Monday). 
Select gets another facelift Select is relaunching forthe second time in its seven- year history by broadening its éditorial focus and giving more emphasis to photography. Assistant editor Andrew Perry says the gap between music and other cultural activities such as film, fashion and TV has become blurred in recentyears and the magazine needs to reflect that. He adds Se/ect wants ta emulate US magazines, such as Spin, by concentrating on photographs and the Visual look of the magazine. 
George Jackson to head Motown Motown Records' new president/ceo has been named as George Jackson, formerly a partner at production and management company Eléphant Walk Entertainment. Jackson, who will be based in New York, will oversee Motown's music opérations and report directly to Mercury chairman Danny Goldberg. 
Consumers increase music spending British households are spending more on music and the equipment to play it on, according to a new consumer survey. The governmenfs annual Family Spending 1935- 97 report shows the average household spent 98p per week on CDs and cassettes in 1996 compared to 95p the previous year. Similarly, weekly expenditure on audio equipment and CD players was up, from 63p in 1995 fo 70p last year. Total expenditure on leîsure goods and services by households in an average week is £49.10p. 
Dire Straits in platinum boost | Dire Straits' Brothers In Anus last week bï»! I became the second album in the pastmonthto be cettjfied 13times platinum by the BPI. At the same time. Radiohead's 0K Computer and The Verve's Urban Hymns reached double platinum status, while Anthology 2 by The Beatles went platinum. Gold awards wentto Shola Ama's Much Love, John Lennon's Lennon Legend and The Rolling Stones' Bridges To Babylon, while Texas's Rick's Road reached silver status. There were also silver awards forthe singles Never Gonna Let You Go byTina Moore, Got Til It's Gone by Janef Jackson and Eternal's Angel Of Mine. 
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COMMENT 
Wake up America, you're dead! In The City co-founderTony Wilson once organised a panel at the New Music Seminar in New Vork called Wake Up America, You're Dead, based on the premise that US rock was ail washed up. With a remarkable sense of timing he managed to do so just as Nirvana wereaboutto break. Five years on, his view holds a lot more water. The news that every single one of the Top 10 albums of the year so far is by a British artist is, of course, strong evidence of a UK A&R revival which will be cemented later this month by the Ail Saints album - the hest British pop album since Spice. But the success of UK acts is at least parlially due also to the failure of the US to produce a crop of new world- beating artists. It is little consolation that the huge US industry is finding it as difficult as we are to discover truly international acts. A global record industry that is becoming ever more parochial is not good news. By ail means let The Verve and AU Saints have the international success they deserve, but we'd quite like another Nirvana too. 
Nobody likes a smart arse Clive Anderson's treatment of the Bee Gees on his BBC1 chat show was appalling. Anderson's sneering, smart arse public school persona belongs to the increasingly prévalent school of BBC celebrity-bashing epitomised by the tragically unfunny Dennis Pennis and only margi nally better Mrs Metton. What is it with the BBC? While insufferably pompous about ils own "public service" rôle, it seems to feel free to have a pop at everyone else. Well done, Barry Gibb, for refusing to accept Anderson's pathetic attempts to elevate himself at other people'sexpense. Clive, if anyone's a tosser it's you. Steve Redmond 

PAULS QUIRKS 
Support your dedicated music store No one can tell me that the public are still wary of visiting their local independent dealer or a dedicated High Street store such as HMV, Andys or Virgin to buy 
The latest pricing survey (MW, Nov 1 ) proves that retailers do not need to rely solely on discounting to tradesuccessfully. On a recent trip around a local town i visited five specialist music stores and ail of them appeared to be busy and yet a quick look at the shelves showed that prices varied from shop to shop. What impressed me most was the improvement in store design. Three of the existing shops had upgraded either their racking or their computer Systems and two new independent shops had obviously spent a considérable amount on their fittings and fïxtures. This investment in and store improvements is being repeated by retailers throughout the country who obviously believe in the future of the indie store. What ail retailers need, however, is long-term commitment from ail the major suppliers that they are determined to support the dedicated music store and an understanding that by allowing non-specialist outlets into the market they are demeaning their product. 
The danger of retail opportunists Now that video tentai giant Blockbusters bas won a place on the CIN chart panel, I wonder how long it will be before Little Chef décidé to try to raise their profile wilhin the music industry by following suit. Opportunists who see music as a trendy add-on to their cote business do absolutely nothing for the development of the industry and the suppliers who encourage these type of outlets to stock music should face up to the fact that they are not growing the market, butdiluting it.  Paul Quirk's colunin is a persona! vit 

MTV claims success 

withUK-only service 

MTV UK says its year-on-year rat- ings figure is 60% greater among 16- to 34-year-olds in both cable and satellite homes than this time last year, giving it a total of 6m viewers in the UK and Ire- land. Latest research from Barb, which began measuring the broadband cable market at the end of September, indi- cate its ratings figure among ail individ- uals (aged four plus) was 27% higher than The Box for the first two weeks in October and 23% higher among adults (16 plus). Christine Boar, MTV UICs head of programming and production, says, These early results vindicate the changes we have made to MTV in the 

Top 10 most played videos - 0cl21 -00128 1 Spice Up Your Life Spice Girls 2 Sunchyme D3"0 6 
3 Arms Around The World Louise Chumbawarr'- 5 Phenomenon 6 Tom 7 Mon In Black 8 Stay 9 GotTil It's Gone 10 On Her Majesty's 

LLCool J Natalie Imbruglia 

Source: MTVUK 
90s, Hot, Up For It Lit tive jukebox request are proving particula 

e and the interac- ihow Select MTV rly popular with 

... breaking AU Saints' début single I 1 Know Where It's At, which was released at the beginning of September. "They j programmed the video very early onT he says. "We got people calling us up and saying they'd seen the video." Bell applauds the launch of the dedi- cated UK service. "1 think they went ] through a difficult period when they were trying to run a continental video station," he says. "But, by focusing on a British-only channel, it allows them to flourish." However, Vincent Monsey, chief exec- utive of rival music TV channel The Box, has casl doubt on MTWs apparent ratings success, claiming that he can produce figures showing his station out- performing M se Barb have 

such as The Verve, she adds, 
Bell says MTV wasTns^rumental oadband cable data with ce 

Sir George signsoff 

with all-star album 
Sir George Martin is retiring from production with a last album containing new versions of his favourite Bea- tles tracks, somc performed by top HoIlywoofUilmstars. In My Life, to be released by Echo Records next March, features new orchestrations of Jim. Carrey singing I Am The Walrus, A Hard Day's Night sung by Goldie Hawn and Scan Connery reciting the title track. Martm^Tl, who is £Eîs week in the studio scoring the final track - Billy Connolly singing For The Benefit Of Mr Kite - says, 'Tm calling it a day because l'ra n good as I was. I used to be terrifie, but my hearing i 

Heart FM, Chrysalis and Air Studic n has been in production since ea eatedly been put bac rly 1995, 
ivolvemei with the relcase of The Beatles back catah _ Other names confirmed for the project include Phil Collins, Jeff Beck, Celine Dion, Vanessa-Mae, sWilliams and Robin Williams. Martin's son Giles 

Call for more MiniDiscs 
as hardware sales surge 
Sony is urging other labels to capitalise of 1996 when prices almost halved and on the growing popularity of MiniDisc new, smaller deslm,» wnr» 

ist show présenter Zoe Bail (above, right} has beei asked to join the Musicians' Union after playing guitar live on stage Sleeper, one of more than 200 bands to appear at Radio One 
Nigel McCune wrote to Bail after watching her performance and inding that she isn't a MU memher. McCune's letter invites her to joli ind adds, "On the evidence of last night's gig, you may also be :s' directory." 

 o.-wing popularity of MiniDi Hardware by releasing more titlei Son/s hardware company has , 2,000%' 
— smaller designs were introduced Now people have got the players, they need the music,*'he says. 

players in the UK - partly on thTbàck'of SO^tfes8 Marîah the comoanVs C6 xm .H ||-~■ Carey Unplugged, MichaTja" Off The Wall and Bruce Springsteen's Darkness On The Edge Of Ibwn 
the company's £  __ from 3,500 in 1996 to 75,000 this ye but sales of pre-recorded softwc 
echnology Sony Music Europe say; Jbels now need to ensure buyers of tlu lachines have music to play, "We havi  dng a chicken and egg ■■ ople didn't have the playei 

through wi 
re had to play .. break- 

► ► ► LOOKING 

The growth of hardware - 2m players are expected to be in European homes by next year - has not been matched by sales of the 750 pre-recorded titles on 
n mrri,re;r u 0rded MilliDis<* «Présent 0 006% of the total UK market and in the year to date only 4,666 pre-recorded been S0ld' comPared ' l01, the same period last year. 

Experts cast doubt 
overBowie fortune A claim by Business Age that David Bowie is the UK's richest musicien with a personal fortune of £550m has been greeted with disbelief by industiy 

Business Age says its study is based on an analysis of company accounts, record sales and other eamings over the It placi ahead of second-placed i. McCartney and third-placed 1)]  Bowie broke new financial ground for an artist when he set up a bond schcme- secured against his back catalogue - bringing him £30m in revenue. However, David Ravden, a partner a' accountants Martin Greene Ravden. is sceptical of the data. "There is no wW on God's earth that he is worth £560m, unless he has been doing something P1"1 
i," he says. 
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Luciano Pavarotti won a spécial 
Grsmophone Awards for his 
His work bas holped raised more than CSmlorBosnian orphans. Pavarotti is pictured with Sir Paul McCarlney, one ol several stars presonting the awards 
tire nighfs biggest winner with four prizes, look record ol the year for Roberto Alagna and Angela Gheorghiu's Puccini: La Rondine, while cellist Mstislav Rostropovich won the lifetime achieuement award, Yo-Yo Ma artist ol the year and New Collège Choir. Oxtord. 

Gramophone Awards 

pullintheTVviewers 

The Gramophone Awards are set to 
success of last week's first televised show. The hour-long programme attracted an audience of 2.5m viewers, despite going out at 10.40pm across the ITV net- work last Tuesday (28). The figure has so delighted Carlton, which produced the show, that talks are already under way about televising the ceremony next year. Richard Holloway, Carlton's executive producer for the show, hopes the pro- gramme will become a permanent fixture on TV. He aays, Tm obviously very pleased about the resuit and what it shows is there is a large following for this kind of music and there just isn't enough ofit on télévision." The awards, held last Monday (27) at London's Alexandra Palace, included appearances by Sir Paul McCartney, Dame Kiri Te Kanawa and Luciano 

THOSE GRAMOPHONE AWARDS IN DETAIL 'amophone Awards 97 winners by coi 4 EMI (record olyear, opéra, concerto, ' ; FM people's choice) 3 PolyGram (chamber, choral, Brit irs'award) 2 Hatmonia Mundi (baroque vocal, young artistl V 2 Sony (contemporary, instrumental) 2 Warner (early opéra, best-selling) ' ASV (early music) BMG (orchestral) 

1 Chandos (engineering) 1 Hyperion (solo vocal) 1 NVC Arts (video) 1 Simax (baroque non-voca IThafs Entertainment Reco 

rell-kno ramme attracted an audience beyond he usual classical following. Ged Armstrong, sales supervisor at be Virgin Megastore in Manchester, ays, "The fact it was on ITV rather than IBC Two or Channel Four has brought in eople who wouldn't ordinarily have ratched it. There wasn't anything too 
He says the effect of the TV show was 

er of immediately apparent w 

Sony announces V2 link-up 
totake Diana LP worldwide 
Sony Music is to handle Worldwide distribution outside the UK of the Princess Of Wales Jributfijdbum, which is released onUécember 1. Richard Branson's V2 Records will handle the UK, but Sony will be responsible for manufacturing, dis- 
ing "oianarPrincess "of Wales - Tribute in around 60 territorics. Sony chairman Paul Burger says his Company was one of the first to 
to handle the record international- ly. "This is going to be a leading project for Christmas and it's an important project which we're very pleased to be part of," he says. "Clcarly it's a very difficult time of the year. We've got a very strong release schcdule which is going to 

o be a part of," he adds. The double album, to be distrib- ited in the UK by 3mv/Pinnacle, ncludes contributions from Spice Bris, REM, Paul McCartney, Yhitney Houston and Celine Dion. 
t. They uclude Petei inox, Mariai id Aretha Franklin, ead of international Steve Abbot, who co-ordinated the album, says, "There had to be a mood to the record and from the titles submit- ted it's very much downbeat. It hangs together rcally well." V2's général manager David Steele says marketing spend will be kept to a minimum. There will be TV ads scheduled around pro- grammes such as GMTV as well as a magazine and national press cam- paign. "We're trying to secure some goodwiU from places to get as much covcrage as possible," he says. 

specialist classical store Farringdons Records, says the biggest beneficiary was Paul McCartney's Standing Stone. It did not figure among the winners, but was featured at the close of the ceremo- ny. "We've sold more copies of that since the programme, and the record of the year [Puccini; La Rondine] has been 
Top stars line up for 
Smash Hits awards Janet Jagkson is to perform live at this month's BBC1 Smash Hits Poil Winners Party in what is being traiîed as the 

Other acts confirmed for the event on 
Jackson and CeliuÊ^Dio'n, as' well as jEternal, Boyzone, Aqua, Hanson, Gary fearlow. Backstreet Boys, Blackstreet Ifeaturing Teddy Riley, Peter André, 911, iRepublica and Texas. Co-producer Tim Byrne, who is in his sixth year producing the programme, says, "I work on the show ail year round and it has paid off. It's really difficult to get these acts and Celine Dion - it's taken me three years to pull that one off." The programme, which last year drew 

NEWSFILE 

will hi 
aof22av m to the pr 

>rapetitior Thebesl; previous years has launched the of EYC, Boyzone and the Ba Boys, will for the first " of BBC2's O-Zone viev e résulta of performance Smash Hits Roadshow, 

Electraglide win dotmusic A&R contest Brislol-based Electraglide have won dotmusic's interactive Battle of the Bands compétition to find the UK's hottest unsigned hand. More than 1,40(1 votes were cast by dotmusic visitors, who played ASR scouts after hearing sound clips from the top 17 unsigned bands who played at Septcmber's In The City. Mercedes and The Jellys were runners-up, with the winners of the officiai In The City Live Unsigned Band compétition, Tarn, comingfourth. 
Minder wins rights to Elvis songs Minder Music has secured the UK publishing rights from MCA to the Aaron Schroeder catalogue. The deal ■ncludes the Sixties songs Big Hunk 0' Love and I Got Stung, written for Elvis Presley, and songs from the films Jailhouse Rock and King Cteole. 
Mackîe to lead RCA press RCA's head of marketing David Joseph has appointed Anita Mackie as the company's new head of press. Mackie joined the press office in January 1994, working on projects including M People, Kylie Minogue and Mark Owen. She was previously press and promotions manager at Kiss FM when it launched legally in 1990, and also worked for Lynne Franks PR. 
Capital announces group MO CapitaTs former régional opérations director Sally Oldham, responsible for ail the company's stations outside London - Hampshire, Sussex, Kent and Birmingham - is being promoted to become the first managing director ol the group. In her new rôle Oldham will take on responsibility for the London market and develop Capital's strategy for digital radio. 
Moves atGalaxy Fox FM managing director Mark Flanagan is leaving to join Chrysalis Radio's Bristol and Cardiff dance music station Galaxy 101 as managing director. Flanagan replaces Steve Parkinson, who has become managing director of Galaxy 105 (formerly Kiss 105) in Yorkshire. Flanagan's move follows the recent appointment of former Atlantic 252 programme director and station manager Henry Owens, who recently joined Galaxy 102 (formerly Kiss 102) in Manchester. 
Box renews Brits video connection The Box is sponsoring the best British video award at The Brits for the second year running. The cable music channel's director of programming Liz Laskowski says The Box's interactive relationship with ils audience makes it idéal for the job. 
CIN video coverage Following the story in last week's Music Week about Blockbuster joining the CIN chart panel, CIN points out that it now covers around 85% of the UK's video market, 95% of the album market and 99% of the singles market. 

1 

^ ^ EMI MUSIC STAYS TOP WITH A STING IN ITS TAIL - p8 ► [> ► 

t"FLOVr 
Annabel Lamb Out now on Way Out West Records WOWCD04. Dlstrlbuted By Direct Distribution. 
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EMI extends its lead over rivais 

thanksto an extra sting m rtstail 
Signing up former Police man Sting saw EMI Music reap almost immédiate benefits 
EMI Music's timing could not have been better when it signed a Worldwide publishing deal in July to secure the rights to Sting's entire catalogue. As consistently successful as the singer/songwriter has been over the past 20 years, it took Puff Daddy using a sample of one of Sting's most famous Police songs - Every Breath You tbke - to land him with his biggest-selling single as a writer and help EMI to its best showing in six quarters. The company t " " ertoleav t6.8% ahead of its nearest rival, PolyGram, and extend its lead ovcrall by 2.6%. 111 Be Missing You was easily its biggest hit of the period, selling 1.3m units during the three months, but EMI was represented twice more among the 

ail in the Top 20 and 15 times in the entire Tbp 40. As with 111 Be Missing You, which EMI claimed via the sample of the Police hit, the company's 50% share in the period's tliird biggest hit, Will Smith's Men In Black, was a similar story as it relied heavily on the sample of an Eighties hit - Forget Me Nots. It was the second time EMI had benefited from the old Patrice Rushen single - last year George Michael broke into the same song towards the end of his second Older number one single FastLove. With the company's 100% share in Gala's Freed From Desire completing its trio of songs in the quarter's top five, EMI saw its lead in the singles table up slightly from 22.6% to 23.1%, while it was a similar case on albums where its share in The Prodigy's The """ ' id and Texas' White On Blonde helped it eadby 
EMI's two nearest rivais PolyGram and Warner Chappell had more in common in the period than just vying for the number two spot. PolyGram's deal with Elton John and Warner Chappell's with Bemie Taupin gave it equal représentation in the period's biggest hit, Something About The Way You Look Tbnight/Candle In The Wind 1997, but it was PolyGram which had the upper hand. Matching exactly its 16,2% share of a year ago, the company reclaimed the number two spot overall as well as taking second place on singles with 18.6%. Represented there by the likes of a 66.67% share of Ultra Nate's Free and 10% of Tbdd Terry's Somethin' Goin* On, the company had to settle for fourth place on albums with 10.7%, however, behind both Sony on 19.8% and WC on 10.9%. Warner Chappell's revival in qc two, when it jumped from 8.2% to 17.4%, continued in the third quai although in slightly less spectacular " shion. Its market share dropped to 15.89 ut thatw t a 42.3% year-on-year rise, closing the gap on PolyGram from 3.8% to just 0.4%. Exactly a quarter of the period's 40 biggest singles had some WC représentation, though none of the Tbp 10 apart from the Elton John hit. Claiming third place on singles with 18,0%, the company matched that on albums where its 10.9% showing again had Radiohcad's OK Computer as its biggest contributor. Sony, meanwhile, owes much to the quarter's biggest selling album, Be 

just fiv 

-3 

m the last quarter to 11.9%. Its best showing in more than two years, it represented a 32.2% year- on-year rise and was enough to give it second place with 19.8% on albums and fourth place with 8.3% on singles where 
Men In Black and the whole of the fourth biggest-selling hit, D'You Know WhatIMean?by Oasis. BMG showed some consistency by registering almost identical shares across singles and albums - 4.8% and 5,0% respectively - but its overall 4.8% 

ELTON JOHN as both 35% down on the second quarter and 30.43% on the year, although it did manage to retain fourth place for the second quarter on the back of big albums from the likes of Paul Weller and Fun Lovin' Criminals, a third share in Ultra Nate's Free and 66% of Picture OfYou by Boyzone. Having been separated by just 0.1% during the previous period, MCA and Zomba registered the same différence again, although with much reduced ligures. MCA fell 3.0% to 3.5% to register a 40.7% yearly décliné aller making no claims on any of the Tbp 20 singles, while Zomba dropped to 3.4%. 

jttributed to the big contribution    in quarter two by R Kellyb I Believe I Can Fly, though this time round it could still claim a 100% in another big hit - Everybody by Backstreet Boys, the number seven of the quarter. With the slow décliné of Spice and no new Spice Girls singles in the period, Windswept Pacific saw its market share more than halving year-on-year to 1.9% and falling to lOth position overall which allowed two new names to move into the Tbp 10. Independent Music Group largely had Chumbawamba's long-running hit Tubthumping to thank for its 2.6% share and joint eighth position overall. while tying with it was IQ whose auccess included the period's eighth biggest single, Coolio's C U When UGet There. But, despite lesser players breaking into the big league, it was again a very farailiar story at the very top in the third quarter and one likely to continue into the closing period as EMI reaps the benefits of The Verve, Spice Girls boost PolyGram's fortunes and both PolyGram and Warner Chappell continue to count the record-breaking 

PUBLISHING THIRD QUARTER SNAPSH0T 

un 11 liiillll 
12-M0NTH TREND 
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m 1 SOMETHING ABOUT THE WAY..,/~ Elton John PolyGram 50%/ CANDIE IN THE WIND 1997 Warner Chanel mv 2 l'LL BE MISSING YOU - Puff Daddy & Faith Evans EM1100°/ 3 MEN IN BLACK-Will Smdh EMI 60%/Sony ,Z5%*m no 
registered UK publisher Sony 100% 4 DY0U KNOW WHATIMEAN?-Oasis 5 FREED FROM DESIRE-Gala G TUBTHUMPING-Chumbawamba 7 EVERYBODY-Backstreet Boys 8 CU WHEN UGET THERE-Coolio 9 FREE-UltraNs IQECUADOR-Sa 

EM110 Indep'nt Music Group 100% Zomba 100% 10100% PoiyGram 66.67%/BMG 33.33% Slronn Sonos inn./- 

2 GALLAGHER 0asis 3 SUMNER Puff Doddv 
■ s'ssr''m 

■s 
7 VOLLE/MARTIN BockstrootBo 8 IVEY/ALDRIDGE/ Coolif STRAUGHTER/STRAUGHTER 9 RADIOHEAO a 10 WYCHE/SPRINGSTEEN/ UOm Nam CIAFONE 8 PolyGram/RMG 
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DONNER 

'...ONE OF THE UK'S LEADING BLUE-EYED SOULSTERS.' BLUES & SOUL 
'...GLORIOUSLY ACCOMPLISHED BOTH AS A SINGER AND SONGWRITER,,.' THE TIMES 
'A REAL GEM OF AN ALBUM.' ELLE 
'A TRULY IMPRESSIVE DEBUT.' DAILY MIRROR 
'...A 26 YEAR-OLD W1TH ENOUGH FLAVA TO MAKE IT MASSIVE.' I-D 
'ONE OF THE MOST PROMISING DEBUTS OF THE YEAR.' MAXIM 
'REEVES IS SIMPLY ONE OF THE MOST TALENTED SINGER/SONCWRITERS^HERGE 
IN RECENT YEARS.' TOUCH 
'REEVES HAS PROVED AN EXCEPTIONAL FIND.' MUSIC WEEK 

DONNER RÉB EARTHBOUNCI 

TO BECOME PART OF THE PICTURE CALL: 
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[ ALABAMA 
^^ 

^^raditional American popular I music forais like country, gospel 0 and tho blues make strange bedfellows with the culture of Britiah dance, but tell that lo Alabama 3. 
the stuff of legend in their native Brixton and, who knows, maybe soon in America: they were signed to Geffen by the man who signed Nirvana and Beck. Their début album, Exile On Coldharbour Lane, is an ambitious, atmospheric, epic and probably unique 

Ur D Wayne Love of The First 

1^1 

sodalpdS brdl^don't Sn ^ SeT. tMnkt 
n the late Eighties, as Shed, a gospel techno record called 

crewhave 5^ Sr^e 

mightbe bound to be shit'. But I put the tape on Martin HaU after Pell played him their BHfflBHH 

spawned a^set of smgs. TTiey '^oduced Em^B^to^blîmce 

Billy's a great songwriter while 
Theyalso have thatX factor; they're a eut above the rest' - Alan Pell 
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SALT N PEPA 

^ They chose tojdease Ain't Going Th 

. think it a novelty thing. But J thebandsatthislabel 
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That soulfuh by those guest apper stars Franklin and Sour Blackness, who appear ( anthem Hold On.oneof 
this year, Sait featured on Stomp, the e from Franklin's group God's srty, currently enjoying huge 

lan an average sample-based bip hc it. James says, "Sheryl Crow is 

represent With the hardeore rap fanbase crediting them as pioneers, and the UK charts now a very welcoming place for and R&B, Sait N r Pepa can look toward 
-whenwi their 13th ye the bus: great confiden thought( I Imagine, wmcIu^RoH^Bi racisr miiHR„l.u  The path the gioup previously t  ' Artisl: Sait N Pepa Project: single/album Label: London/ffrr Writers: «arious Producers: artist/various Stodii - • " ' - i: various Released: Nov 10/Nov 24 
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STEVE LAMACQ 
Eighteen months ago at the last Sound City in Leeds it was Embrace who were the band who came from seemingly nowhere to tire up A&R attention. This year, well, who knows. As I write this, we're just over halfway through this year's event, although there have already been some noteworthy gigs...Surprise stars of Radio One's opening nightPriority show at the Oxford Zodiac were Beaker, who released a promising single, Backgarden, on Shifty Disco earlier in '97. Combining ail sorts of influences (they sound atturns like Sidi Bou Said, Tampasm and a bolshy Breeders), the all-girl foursome are fronted by a singer who's like Bjork-meets-Dawn French. Funny, scary, self- effacing, she even does a Pavarotti 

impersonation halfway through the set as well. Thoroughly entertaining on first hearing...Also on the bill, in fact headlining, were fellow locals Dustball who l've seen before butnoton such convincing form. Much improved from last summer when they had bundles of energy but lacked songs, the trio make an adrenaline- fuelled din that's obviously-judging by crowd reaction - won a loyal following. Whether now's the time for another speedy pop-punk band is anyone's guess, but if there's a qao in the market, Dustball will be there..,0ne thing which is fairly obvious about Oxford is that there's no single trend or sound. Everyone seems to be going off on their own tangents (which with few exceptions bear verv little 

relation to the shoegazing 1 scene which was rife here | five years ago),talking of which the Evening Session team bumped into Mark Gardener, former singer/guitarist with Ride, atone oftheZodiac after-showinquests in the week. Gardener revealed thatfarfrom pursuing the mood of his recent acoustic solo single - another release from Oxford's Shifty Disco - he's aiming for a bigger guitar sound with dancey drums and a rap influence to boot The new outfit, called Animal House (who aise feature Ride drummer Loz) have already had record companies on their tail, but are determined to get the sound right before unleashing anything on the public. 



World-Wide Dance 
Music Licensing? 
www.dynamik-music.com features 
sound clips of our represented cutting 
edge UK dance labels. 
Go to www.dynamik-music.com to 
listen to the hottest tracks available for 
licensing. 

tlmiamik 

Dynamik Music licenses in to and out of 
the UK. We can Remix, Press, Distribute 
and license your track in the UK. Also, 
don't leave the Site without checking our 
label Playola Records. 

Contact Giles Goodman or Grant Bishop 
Dynamik Music Limited 
19 Ford Square 
London El 2HS 
Tel: +44 (0)171 702 8545 
Fax: +44 (0)171 702 8546 
E-mail: post@dynamik-music.com 
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iiStortAgain (Création CRESCD 280). This third single from the top three album Songs From Northern Britain is a typically mélodie track with obvions countiy influences and great harmonies. □□□□ MARY J BLIGE: Missing You (MCA MCSTO 18071). Penned by Babyface and with an opening nod to lOcc's l'm Not In Love, this touching, torch-like ballad could be just the single to cross Blige over to a wider audience. POP TODD TERRY PRESENTS SHANNON: Ifs Over Love (Manifesto FESCD 37). More classy, uplifting garage from Tbdd The God featuring big vocals by Shannon, Not as massive as Somethin' Going On, but pretty large by any measure. P O P P MEREDITH BROOKS: I Need (Capitol CDCL719}. The Alanis comparisons will no doubt linger with this bitingly direct follow up to Bitch, but no matter. When 

exhilaratingexperience. PPPP SHOLA AMA; Who's Loving My Baby (WEA/Freakstreet WEA145CD). This lush, soulful, though never schmaltzy ballad simply oozes quality and should give Ama her third huge hit. PPPP MARIAH CAREY: Butterfly (Columbia 6653364/5). This is as smooth as any of her ballads, but it's in the vocals where the différence lies. No longer over- singing for the sake of it, Carey has rarely sounded morestunning. PPPP KYLIE MINOGUE; Did It Again (Deconstruction 74321353702). Kylie's vocals take on a stroppy edge on a track she co-wrote with Brothers In Rhythm. But it's not strong enough to do much better than the modest performance of Some Kind Of Bliss. P P P MISSY ELLIOTT: Sock It2 Me (Gold Mind/East West E3890CDI. The familiarity ofits hom-driven samplo from the original (Delfonics) version of Ready Or Not should help this catchy follow-up to The Rain {Supa Dupa Fly). PPPP ROSIE GAINES: I Surrender (Big Bang CDBANG 2). Following up Gloser Than 
Gaines' big vocals win over on this disco-style track featuring ftinky mixes by Mentor and Grant Nelson. Already playlisted by Radio One and Kiss, it should see chart success. PPPP ROBERT MILES: Freedom (Deconstruction 743215369521, Starting with tinkly piano evocative of Children, then movina into Kathy SIedge's soaring vocal. 

DUSTED; Deeper River (Cheeky CHEKCD022). A Faithless track in ail but name, this uplifting single features the gospel- 
u r * 

yjz m . L P 
THE PRODIGY: BREAKBEAT ONSLAUGHT 
aims for a symphonie anthem - but 
BT: Love, Peace and Grease (Perfecto PERF15301|.BT'slatest single is reminiscent of the Chemical Brothers with its excellent squelchy bassline and a penetrating rhythm track. PPPP SLEEPER: Romeo Me (Indolent SLEEPCD0017). The second single from the new LP has romance on its agenda, namechecking Romeo and Juliet. But this is a disappointing follow-up to She's A Good Girl, lacking Wener's trademark catchy chorus. PPP AMBERSUNSHOWER: Running Song (Gee Street GEE5000403I. Apparently this is the first ever 'alternative soûl' single. It is distinctive and original, dance record, sampling Loosc Ends' c On A String to great efl ROACHFORD: How Could I (In (Columbia 6653462). PI unremarkable track newFeel album whichjust his perennial underachiever tag. PPP QUEEN LATIFAH: Ifs Alright (Tommy Boy TB7402). Native Tbngues rapper shows that her singing voice is as strong as 

ENYA: Only If (WEA 3984208952). The new track sweetener included on her Paint The Sky With Stars set is the closest Enya has corne to a traditional pop arrangement, though the trademark orchestral loyers and oceanic sonics are still in place. PPP FINLEY QUAYE: Ifs Great When We're Together (Epie 6653384). This catchy LP highlight, backed by a Fun Loving Criminals mix, deserves to propel Quaye into the limelight. PPPP CONNER REEVES: Earthbound (Wildstar CDWILD2). Reeves' sterling voice on this follow-up to My Father's Son. which reached number 12 in August, should further elevate his profile. PPPP LOUISE: Lefs Go Round Again |EMI/1s ■ack from :atchy cover of the 

herr: backed by a funky remix. PPPP MOKE: My Desire (Dorado DOR065). An amiable, tuneful pseudo-bluesy rock release, full of guitar hooks, catchy 

ENYA: TRADITIONAL POP 

likely to gain momentum from her mammoth tour later this autumn. But it sadly lacks adventure. PPP LOVEBABIES; Explore |V2 WR5000743). This well-packaged sauntering daze of a track in a trippy Dubstar vein with its 

THE PRODIGY: Smack My Bitch Up (XL XLS 90CDI. Starting with the controversially titled lead track from the album and including a DJ Hype mix. a dub version of radio fave Mindfields and No Man Army, this package of over 21 minutes of breakbeat onslaught will bring in their massive fanbase. P P p p p 

SANTA CRU2: Way Out (MCA MCD600311. Despite a big live following, the Cruz's album is disappointingly little more than a package of influences from the Nineties indie hall of famé, evoking Suede, Gene and Portîshead. PPP BUSH: Oeconstructed (Interscope IND90161). Take a smattering of grunge, add some 

drum & bass and you get the new album from Bush. Dance luminaries such as Goldie and Tricky contribute their mixing talents to produce a diverse crossover album, p p p □ LED ZEPPELIN: BBC Sessions (Atlantic 7567830612). This double CD set. remastered by Jimmy Page, covers the band's golden years from 1969 to 1971, boasting raw, occasionally mammoth, live renditions of their classics. PPpp RED RAT: Oh No...lfs Red Rat (Greensleeves 601811124628). Jamaica's hottest new export showeases his madeap humour to great effect on his début album. Crossover beckons. PPPP LAIDBACK: International (Bolshl BLSCD2|. Fun-packed, chunky, funky breakbeat and phat hip hop tunes with hints of electro, drum & bass, disco, and Nineties dub on the first fui! album from label-to-watch Bolshi. PPPPP NEIL Y0UNG & FRIENDS: The Bridge School Concerts Vol, 1 (WEA 9362468242). A sériés of stripped-down songs taken from benefit gigs for The Bridge School, with outstanding performances by Young, Tracy Chapman, Bowie, Costello and Patti Smith. PPPPP CELINE DION: Lefs Talk About Love (Epie list of contributors reads like a who's who, from Bee Gees to Luciano Pavarotti. Carole King doubles as a singer/songwriter, while a Barbara Streisand duet appears to be putting the idng on the cake. PPPP 
HANS0N; Snowed In For Christmas (Mercury 5367172/4). These U tracks will see the brothers epjoy annual immortality at office parties. Their rock'n'roll covers and own tracks make this an essential 
This week's reviewers: Simon Abbott, Michael Arnold, Dugald Baird, Hamish Champ.Tony Farsides, Stephen Jones,Sophie Moss, Rie Naylor, Ajax Sco 

ALAN JONES TALKING MUSIC 
Much-trailed and much in demand.the BBC's 75th anniversary rendition of Lou Reed's Perfect Day, featuring a host of star names, is a cert to top the chart and earn a lot of money forthe Children In Need charity appeal. Consisting of nearly two dozen cameos seamlessly stitched together, it's a rare example of a charity record which actually sounds good in its own right. Likely to sell rather less well, a hi-NRG cover of the song is performed with enthusiasm but rather less style by Indigo...Blackstreet are sure to register their fourth consécutive major hit with Money Can't Buy Me Love, a slightly retitled version of the Beatles' Can't Buy Me Love, rendered as a sweet, slow love song with unchanged lyrics but a much modified melody. Sales will be helped by the inclusion of a 

striking new remix of No Diggity intertwined with Michael Jackson's Human Nature, already big at Mediterranean hotspots.,.Mary J Blige's reign as the Queen of Hip Hop Soul is likely to continue with the release of Missing You, a gorgeous new Babyface song with gospel undertones. The glossy American sheen of Blige's single is matched by the superb homegrown Shola Ama, who will register her third consécutive smash with Who's Loving My Baby, a warm and intimate soul ballad sung with great intensity and style by the teenager...When Barbra Streisand and Donna Summerteamed up for No More Tears it was more of a duel than a duet but Streisand's latest collaboration with another big voice - this time Celine Dion - is an altogether more restrained affair, with both 

women singing at the top oftheirform | but well within themselves on an AOR ballad that runs for nearly five minutes, building to a slightly untidy 
crescendo. A formulaic song, the like ofwhich generally fares better in America than here, it will nevertheless be eagerly snapped up by fans of both women...The story of Britain's 
mostsuccessful and influential blues label ever, Blue Horizon, is told on The Blue Horizon Story, a wonderful new 70-îrack compilation, which includes nine previously unreleased tracks. Producer and former proprietor Mike Vernon contributes lengthy sleevenotes and the niusic is provided bythe likes of Fleetwood Mac, Chicken Shack, Herbert Sumlin, Otis 
- Pann and Eddie Boyd. Excellent stuff. 
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THE OFFICIAL UK CHARTS 
| The Verve's Urban I Hymns is Britain's I number one album for 

528,000 units. Ils ability to retain its title ahead of fanded new albums by the Lighthouse Family, M People and Eternal's hits package suggests it will clear 1m sales well before the end of the year. mth the third single Lucky Man likely to increase rather than 
The Verve's hold on the chart summit is at odds with the feverish activity that's going on below them. This week there are 13 new entries to the Top 75 - the highest tally si Novt er 23 la; 

release activity, with some 65 albums pouring into the chart in that period compared with just 226 - at an average ofless than six a week - in the 38 
figure was well down on ail previous 

in the pa ; weeks only equal the number which entered in the same period last year. The highest-piaced of this week's new entries is Lennon Legend - The Very Best Of John Lennon, which débuts at number four. Lennon's highest-charting album since Milk & Honey - number three in 1984 - it's one of a surprisingly small number of "best of albums in the upper reaches of the chart, the first four of which are EM1 releases, these being Eternal's ~ Hits (number two), Lennon Legend, Their Greatest Hits by Hot Chocolaté (number 10) and The Best Of 1969/74 by David Bowie (number 13). Two new albums which didn't make the Top 75 this week are South Satum Delta, comprising previously unreleased Jimi Hendrix material, and Bobby Brown's Forever. The Hendrix album bows in at number 121, while Forever - Brown's follow-up to 1992's Bobby, which peaked at number 11 - fares even worse, debuting at number 134. Also notable by its absence from the printed portion of the 

Ç SINGLES UPDATE ) ( ALBUMS UPDATE ) 
+7.5%r:' ,cT+zo.o%ra' •n+o.8% 

( AT-A-GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARE ~) 

îl Muste20.0%^ 
Sony Music 7.2% j| 

eNas 
theUl AZ and Nature album The Firm, which débuts at number one in this week and number 82 here. The Hendrix and Brown albu mentioned above are both Univi 

m the singles chart, 
st. Barbie Girl in but it doe! hatitmi 

ill challengers with an impressive sale of over 239,00( ■ logged last week, taking it past 
from 22-year-old Aussie Natalie 

131Ï000 last week, pushing the Spice Gîrls' Spice Up Your Life into third place. Like Barbie Girl, Spice Up Your Life has now topped 600,000 sales, . giving the Spicaiiirls an incredible^ge plalijTumsingles in a row. £✓ The Bee Gees, who have mooted the possibility of a duet with the Spice Girls, début at number 18 with Still Waters (Run Deep). It's the third hit thus far from their Still Waters album, following Alone (number five in March) and 1 Could Not Love You More (number 14 in June). Incredibly, it's e in the group's 30- 

three Top 20 hits in the same year, the previous occasion beingl9 years ago, when their treble consisted of Staying Alive, Night Fever and Tbo Much Heaven. In a similar vein, congratulations and commisérations to 3 Colours Red, whose latest single This Is My Hollywood falls short of the Top 40 - at number 48 - but makes them the first act to have five hits in 1997. The group, who haven't had a hit at ail before, have charted with Nuclear Holiday (number 22), Sixty Mile Smile (number 20) and Copper Girl (number 30) this year. Alan Joncs 

able to resist the rapid rise of Natalie Imbruglia's Tom, which added Hm listeners last week to raove 10-3, and is now just 9m behind the Lighthouse Family. With the Spice Girls' Spice Up Your Life (number two) losing 5m listeners. and no other contender in sight, the crown is Natalie's for the taking. The highest new entry to the Top 50 this week is Hot Chocolate's You Sexy Thing, which soars 68-26, with particularly strong support from Capital, where il was played 49 times last week, enough to make it the station's joint 'most played' track alongside Lutricia McNeal's Ain't That Just The Way. The perverse logic that radio seems to reserve for these occasions ensures that, despite Hot Chocolate's soaring popularity, Clock's version of the track attracted its largest audience yet last week, its 224 plays - Hot Chocolaté got 375 - pushing it into the Tbp 100 for the first time (120-92) aller four weeks among the Tbp 20 of the sales chart. Twenty-two plays from Atlantic 252 provide more than a third of Clock's audience, and make itone of the few stations to prefer the remake to the Hot Chocolaté original. Another anomaly concerns Toni Braxton, whose new single How Could An Angel Break My Heart débuts at number 22 on the CIN chart while dipping 57-87 on the airplay chart. Its slump ensures that it remains comprehensively overshadowed by Un- Break My Heart, which moved 62-50 last week and now advances 50-38, to register its 28th week in the Top 50. The Pepsi chart, as DJ'd by Doctor Fox and broadcast over the ILR network, is based on a combination of sales and airplay, and using that formula, Un- Break My Heart is a re-entry on the chart - a Tbp 40 - at number 38, while How Could An Angel Break My Heart 
It's the runaway leader of the CIN chart but Aqua's Barbie Girl is finding the going much tougher at radio, where it dropped 4m listeners last week, enough to push it down from 15 - its highest position thus far - to 18. Among the records ahead of it is Smash Mouth's Walkin' On The Sun, which is radio's 12th raost favoured r 19 peak on the singles 

PROMO 
PROMO is the définitive guide to ai! thafs 
happening in music video both in the UK 
and beyond. 

The best clips, the hottest directors, who's producing the latest promos, and who's commissioning them - it's ail in PROMO. Each issue indudes playlists, charts, release listings, promos of the month, crédits and contact détails for directors, production companies, commissioners and artist management... plus the essentiel latest industry news and views. , , JiPI . The latest issue features promos by Aphex Twin, Biork, Super Furry Animais and Portishead as well as a report from last month's MTV Video Music Awards in New York, 
For further information about how to subscribe to PROMO, contact Anna Spemi or Richard Coles on te): 0)71 921 5957 or 5906, or fax: 0171 921 5984 
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K/W TOP 75 SINGLES cm 

1 K „ Title Label CD/Cass (Distributor) S | Artist (Producer) Publisher (Writer) 7712" 
Label CD/Cass (Distribmort ■Js « 79 Artist (Producer) Publisher (Writer)      em 

m 
3 BARBIE GIRLO UNIVERSALUMD80413/UMC80413(BMG) 38 31 » ^INEE^AMIRÂCLT^ ^ c VESp 

i| O TORN RCA74321527982/74321527984 (BMG) ^ 278^3^1 
3 2 3 SPICE UP YOUR LIFE ★ Virgin vscDiieeo/vscieeoiE) Spice Giris (Stannard/Rowe) Windsv/ept Pacific/PolyGram (Spice Girls/Stannard/Rowe) -/- . . (VHRAPI F rca7432,530^S | oiive (Taylor-Firth/Kellett) Chrysalis/BMG (KellettTaylor-Firth)  
4 3 8 SOMETHING ABOUTTHE WAY.../CANDLE IN THE WIND^I997^3^ ^ ^ 47 36 6 f ^.[NPnivRr»m/l nts 0f BitsITlS^mn^PBrammerr'*3' '7- 
5 3 3 STAY O Multiply CDMULTY 26/CAMULTY 26/-/- (W) yi n K ARMS AROUND THE WORLD lstAvenue^MICDEM490/rCEM490|E) tvJ Louise (Hollidav/Steel) EMI/WC/RtsE Avenue (Nurding/Steel/Holliday/Nool)— /_ 
6 IÎÎÎH LONELY MushroomMUSH 16CD/MUSH 16C(3MV/P) nn 30 2 ROCK THE FUNKY BEAT ^.westtw Natural Born Chillers (Sabh/ParkerlChrvsalis/Bucks/lslandlSaliWParkorl -/Evv..™j_ 
7 s 5 AS LONG AS YOU LOVE ME JiveJIVECD434/JIVEC434|P| TIC , TELLIN'STORIES BeggarsBanquetBBQ318CD/BBQ318C(y/0ISCI 45 6 The Charlatans (The Charlatans Charles) WC (Blunt/Brookes/Burgess/Collins/Collmsl BBQ318/-_ ÔS:Û::;T 
g pTfîftj ALL YOU GOOD GOOD PEOPLE EP HuWirginHUTCD90/HUTC90(E) 46 EES3 Aji^v^i^yeH^tFeldail^'î'lailrWarTlfltuii/GlieaDManlVanHeltlHVWïfaïasiWartlick/KElIv.'Haasfordl «317 
9 , 2 DAYATHINKI'MSEXY? AU Around The World CDGLDBE ISQ/CAGLOBE I50iTRC/Wl N-tiante leal Ro4 Slewart ICunis S Whjyl NilaslalkAVC/EMl |St™aa'Appice.'Hulchîngsl ■/12GL0BE ISO rn ,9 2 STEP INTO MY WORLD CreadonCRESCD276/-|3MW| '»/ 13 Humcane TI (Hatris/Bell) Creation/Wamer-Chappell (Bell) CRE276/- 

10 6 , SUNCHYME • Etemal WEA130CD/WEA 130C(W) Dario G (Dario Gl Wamer-Chappell (Dario/Gabriel/Clomasl -/WEA 130T Tlfi mui THIS IS MY HOLLYWOOD Création CRESCD 277/-(3MV/V) «to luiu 3 Colours Red (Thomas) EMI (McCormackA/ukovic) BRE2W- ^urrh:-,.. u 
11 „ 5 ANGELOFMINEO lstArenue/EMICDEM493/TCEM493IE) Etemal (Lawrence) Warner-Chappell/PolyGram (Potts/Lawrence) -/- TIQ 20 2 ALONDONTHING ConnectedCDCONNECT1/CACONNECT1 (TRC/W) H9 29 2 Scott Garcia feattorinqMC Styles (Garcia) CC (Garcia) -/12CONNECT 
12 10 ,2 TUBTHUMPING ★ EMICDEM486/rCEM4861EI Chumbawamba IChumbawamba) Chumbawamba/Lcosong IChumbawamba) EM 486/-® Rn rm dont let it get you down LondonLocopw-iFi Otl LJàii FrhnSThpRiinnv-nRnlFrhaRThfiRunnvmetilWamet-ChapDelKMcCulloch/Serqeant'Patenson) L0NW- EEIS 
13 s 2 PARTY PEOPLE...FRIDAY NIGHT GingsMiair,VSCDT1658'VSCI65£/-/-IEI R1 rm PLEASURE DOME lslandCID669/CIS669IF| □ a aUSAd Sou| g golj| jja2Zie BTTaxman) Janie B/Soul II Soul Mad (Romeo/Francis) -/12IS669 
i/l KfSTl THE BEST OF LOVE/GO THE DISTANCE Cotabia6652802/6652804ismi I H Michael Bolton (Houston/BoltonAfanasiefl/Bolton) Various (Bolton/BabyfaceZippe^Menken) -/• CO 39 bJUSTFORYOU M People/BMG74321523002/74321523004 (BMG) ■Je. M Penplfi (M Pennlel EMI/BMG (Pickerinu/Heard/Small) -/7432I523001 

11: 

15 9 2 PHENOMENON DefJani/Mereary5681172/5681t64(l:) LL Cool J (Combs/lawrencel EMI/LL Coo! J/Island (Smilh/Combs/Lawrence/McKeoneyAVithers) -75681171 co 33 , ON HER MAJESTY'S SECRET SERVICE EastWestEWi36CD/EWi36C(W) J «3 Propellorheads/Oavid Arnold (Amold/Propelletheads) EMI (Barry) -/EWI36T 
16 ,8 4 U SEW THING Media MCSTD 40138/MCSC40138(BMG) C/l 24 2 GET HIGHER RadioactiveRAXTD32/RAXC32(BMG) 
17 ,2 4 YOU'VE GOT A FRIEND LondonBNHCOlO/BNHMCIOIF) The Brand New Heavies (The Brand New Heavies/Greenl EMI (Kingl ■/■ É (Ht! 6a js PICTURE OF YOU Polydor5713112/5713104(F) Rnyrnn0 (Ahsnlid0) l=ianrt/itVBMG/Sonv ATV (Watkins/Wilson/Kennedy/Keating) •/■ 
18 Hism STILL WATERS (RUN DEEP) Polydor 5718832/5716284Ifl ,kul1 Bee Gees IPadgham) Gibb Bros/BMG (Gibh/Gibb/Gibb) •/• 56 GHi] HERE C0MES THE BIG RUSH Epie6652452/6652454(SM) nirt 1 
19 ,4 2 RIPGROOVE Satellite74321529322/74321529324(BMG) Double 99 (Double 991 EMI/Fashion/Noning Bill (Double gsyCodnnglon/lane/McGSSvravI -ffaSZl 529321 CT 55 17 D'YOU KN0W WHAT 1 MEAN? * Création CRESCD 256/CRECS 256 (3MW1 j ' Oasis (Morris/Gallgher) Oasis/Creation/Sony ATV (Gallagher) CRE 2X1- 
20 IJBfflTRAFFIC V2WB500094aAA/R 5000945 (3MV/PI Stéréophonies (Bird Si Bush] PolyGram (Jones/Jones/Cablel WB 5000347/- RP rran HUMOURS UniversalMCSTD 40145/MCSC40145(BMG| JO ""Ai Awasome (Laws) EMI (Thompson/Marshall/Hill) ■/- ~r~l 
21 23 „ NEVER GONNA LET YOU G0 0 Delinous7432l511052/743215I1054(BMG) RQ pnw REMINDING (OF SEF) Reladvity6650762/6650764(SM) J ^ 344441 Commun leaturing Chantay Savage (Ynotl Meno IRedmond/Brovmee/Smith/SimonF/6650766 
22 H0W C0ULD AN ANGEL BREAK MY HEART LaFace/œraimzMMMiBMGi ,ual1 Toni Braxton wltb Kenny G (Babyface) CC (Babylace/Braxton) -/- 00 rmi AIN'T NO NEED TO RIDE ChampionCHAMPC033l/CHAMPK331|3MV/BMGI 
23 IJBIJJ DEADWEIGHT GeffenGFSTD22293/GFSC22293(BMG) •u»" BecklHanseryDust Btodieis! Cyanide BtealtatfBMG/Dust Biotherc/MCAlHaiKer/Sittipson/Kingl GFS tmi- fil 52 20 l'LL BE MISSING YOU *2 PuffDaddy/Arista74321499102/74321499I04(BMG) " ' Putf Daddy & Faith Evans (Coombs/Stevie J) EMl/Magnetic (Sting) -/74321499101 
24 25 ,3 MEN IN BLACK * Columbia6648682/6648684/-/-(SM) Wffll Smith (Poke And Tone) EMI/Baby Rngers/Yamina/Freddie Dee (Smhh/RusheiVMcFadtfenAVashingtonl fi? 38 2 SING A SONG ManifesteFESCD35/FESMC35(F) ByronSfingilv(Mousse T/Stinqily) EMI (MousseT/Carroll) -/FESX35 
25 ,5 2 EVERYTHING 1 WANTED EtemalWEA137CD/WEA137CIW) Dannii (Métro) IMN/Rive Droite (Minogue/Taylor/Torch) -/- fiO 34 2 EVERYBODYNEEDSA303 skintSKiNT3iCD/-('3MV/P) Fatboy Slim (Fatboy Slim) PolyGram (Fatboy Slim) -/SKINT 31 S'Tizil 
26 26 3 ARE YOU JIMMY RAY? Sony S26650125/6650124 (SM) R/l 28 2 USELESS Mute CDBONG 28/- (V/DISC) Depeche Mode (Simenon) EMHGore) -/12BONG28 
27 mm BREATHING RCA74321528422/74321528424(BMG) North And South (Rose & Poster) Chrysalis (Tect One) -/- C C 4, 3 SUN ARISE EMi CDROO OOl/TCROO 001IE) "■J Rolf Barris aaylor) EMI (Harris) ./. 
28 UJJJDONTGIVEUP ^ ^ Minisliy Of Sound MOSCDS 21- {3MV/SM1 00 44 5 OOH LA LA^ TommyBoyTBCD733/TBC7799/-/-(V/DISC) rrijw7"i " 
29 2! 6 GOTTIL IT'S GONEO ^ VirginVSCDG1666/VSCt666/-/VST1666IE| 67 45 7 SAMBA DE JANEIRO VirginDINSD165/DINSC165(3MV/V) " ' Bellim [Beilim Bros) Buq/BMG/UFA/Gang Go/IMN IMoreira/Enqels/Zenker) -/OINST165 it: ; ï 30 2, s THE DRUGS DONT WORK O HutHUTOG 88/HUTCeaIEI 00 40 2 SPILLER FROM RIO (DO IT EASY) PosiflvaCDTiV83/TCTiV83(E| Laguna (Cheeky Not Chaesy) EMI (Soiller) -/12TIV83 
31 17 2 1 SAY A LITTLE FRAYER Columbia 6651472/6651474 (SMI Diana King (Marvel) MCA/Windswept Pacific (Bachaiach/Dauidl -/- 69 50 5 SmcardlUndl0/W Ch ||(c 

At^(:AT0002CD/ATIX)02C/-/AT0002T|W) 
32 20 2 EEEN AROUND THE WORLD Piiff0addï/Arisla74321539412/7432I53S«4/-/-(BMGI 70 «"'SB toASM4 0 33 igajj SUNDANCE ReactCDREACT109/CAREADT109/-/12REACT103|V) ■****■ Sundance (ShmmWWooRson) Les Editions ConfrietDales/MomentuiiVSheriock Holmes IBookeriV/oo-fsoiVShirr-.on) 71 " «i!fOURAyEPENLOVEO/THESTRANGESTTHING'97 WrginlEi 
34 32 3 A LIFE LESS ORD1NARY infeccousinfectsoco/infectbomciv/disc) Asb (Baker/Ash! Island IWheelerl INFECT 506/- 72 53 » ^v'^d^bble^fe^tm^o SimnlvRpH fSkr Anq Robbial^dl/ChanSmyil^ars/UWikfl?^ IS™'" 
35 ,3 2 DIGITAL ffrrFCD316/-(F) 6 l r fl / i ' [ g ijt PI .j'i» ip C| Pi p i 73 43 6 2EÎvissfrre^.'ïif^HiWamQr.rh-,rr„irrD:--rî?3®347^060/0063479Di-UjP) 
36 22 2 GABRIEL XIRecordingsXLS8BCO/-(W| Roy Davis Jr (eatoring Peven Everett (Davis Jr/Everett) EMI (Davis Jr/Everettl -/XLT88 74,5 4 LATE IN THE DAY   ParloohoneCDRT^ El Superqrass (SuDeroras<;/nfimfioiH\ cmi/C . . a,,uMllu"e L/uno4o*»/-\c/ 37 wsmMONDAY MORNING 5:19 EastWestEwiieco/EwneciW) Bialto (Bull) PolyGram (Eiiot) -/. 75 ■ssaisEL:.  fil 

187lockdown ipunma 
)TOie Year The Club Anthem OrThe Year Featuring mixes by Natural Born Chillers and Nu-Birth 

CD, 12" Vinyl and Cassette easMestdance 
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(VW TOP 75 ALBUMS cin 
V  8 NOVEMBER1997 A 

D 
A OC 28 23 DO ITYOURSELF# Soahorses (Visconlil en NO WAY OUT • Puff Daddy/Ansta78612730122(BMGi ■J'- PutfOaikly S Tha Family IComb^TliBHitngal 7861273(ll2V7881273m2I 

27 2 SHAKEN AND STIRRED EaslWest3984207382(W| 53 3. iford (Rose/Foster/Phillips/Roachford/Taylof) 4885264/- 
A 2 3 a 28 34 ,2 RE™F0RRMSms I :un Lovin' Crimmals (Fun Lovin' Criminals) TCCHR BlI^CHR 6113 

29 m ONE DAY AT A TIME i, ILS INFECT49CD (V/DISC) A 55 44 

eetor/Douglas) 8219544/8219541 56EE1™1 

31 13333 v; 
Combsflhe Ummah/Stevie J/Carey/Afanasietf) ' Ij A58 « 

03 4 59 IMil' 
60 m ^ 

l A Tï 35 77 OLDER *5 " George MichaeM 
A 1 0 IC TCEMTV73/EMTV73 36 3 3 WHATEVER ÏOU WANT • THE VEiiY BEST OF 

Elton John [Thomasl Rocket 5362662 (F) 38 JH] A1 
5362664/- J0 111111 De 64 3 

13 fflTHEBEST0F1969/1974 ef | J may Davjd B0wje (Scott/Visconti/Bowie/Dudgeon) 
am (Perry/Coppersmith-Heaven/The Jam/Wilson) 5374234/- 5 66 C 

41 033 ENDLESS, NAMELESSmush Celaa Dion(Sieinl«raWtiweli/GcMroaitWaWFoslg)SBiiiiiBri)fa5ta/NM 
CD0085(P| ACO 5S I2LC0085/- " OO 

A17 ionCRECD22413MVA/I gg st 
18 | , THENAILRLE-THEBEST0F# Eas tWeSt3So7^94A 

A19.5 20 0K COMPUTER *2 Parlophone TOCP 50201 (E) Radiohead (GodricWRadiohead) TCNODATA 02/N0DATA 02 
a 20 22 52 SPICE*io Spice Girls )Absolute/Stannard/Rowe) ^ICVWTN 2S\2 
a 21 | 6maverickastrike* Finley Quaye (Quaye/Bacon/Duarmbyl Epie 4887582 (SM) 4887584/4887581 
A 22 * 21 SHELTER • ttie Brand New Heavies tde Brand New Heavii ffrr 8288902 (R ÎS) 8288874/8288871 
A 23 S 4 WOMAN IN ME • C| IstAye mue/EMI 8219032 (E) 
A 24 24 88 OCEAN DRIVE *5 Wild Card/Polydor5237872 (F) Lighthouse Family (Peden) 5237874/- 

25 4 5 PORTISHEAD • Portishead|Barrow/Gibbons/Utley/McDona!d Go! Beat 5394352 (F) ) 5391894/5391891 

? A 70 3 
9 THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN COLLECTION 0 

îtreet Preachers IHedges/Hague/Eringal 483OT4/4839301 
nn 3- 2. IN IT FOR THE MONEY • ParlophoneCDPCS7388IE) / £*0 Supargrass ISupergrass/CornneMWIliamsl TCPCS7388;PCS 7388 

Shola Ama (Labelle/Harris/D'lnfluenc a 73 - 
SLEEPMC 016/SLEEP 016 A 74 34 

50 0 
A51 3 

TOP COMPILATIONS 
,a „ Tille Label/CD (Distributor) | g Artist Cass/Vinyl 10 EI33 READY STEADY GO! - NO 1 SIXTIES ALBUM PolyGram TV 5539342/5539344/- IF| 

11 EU NIGHTFEVER Global Télévision RADCD 24/RADMC 24/- IBMG) .n 2 , HUGE HITS 1997 wamer.esp/Global TV/Sony TV RADCD 75/RADMC 75/- (BMGI il 12 EUS THE MOST RELAXING CLASSICAL ALBUM...EVER! Virgin/EMI VTDCD 155/VTDMC155/- |EI 
2 , 2 NOW DANCE 97 • Mrgin/EMI CDNOD 17/rCN0D 17/- (E) 13 9 2 BONKERS 3 ReactREACTCDnSWl 
3 , , THE BEST...ANTHEMS...EVER! • Virgin/EMI VTOCD 154/VTDMC154/-|E) 14 „ , SPEED GARAGE ANTHEMS Global Télévision RADCD 78/RADMC 78/- (BMG) 
4 . 2 THE ALL TIME GREATEST LOVE SONGS -11 Columbia SDNYTV 34CD/S0NVTV 34MC/- (SMI 15 8 3 , BIG MIX 97 - VOLUME 2 • Virgin/EMVwamer.esp VTDCD 172/VrOMC 172/-(El 
5 5 9 THE FULL MONTY (OST) • RCAVictoroaoffiwziBMGl 16 » , IBIZA UNCOVERED • Virgin/EMI VTDCD 168/VTDMC 168/- IEI 

B R InêwI THE BEST OF DANCE 97 ,= 0 UïsCU Telslar TV TTVCO 2929/nVMC 2929/- (W) 17 IM | HEART & SOUL po|vGramlV555()632/5550634/.(F| 

7 rnffl THE ALL TIME GREATEST ROCK SONGS Sony TV/wamer.esp MOODCD 53/MOODC 53/- |SM) 18 4 3 NOW THAT'S WHAT1CALL MUSIC! 37 *2 ' FMI/Viroin/PolvGram CDNOW 37/TCNOW 37/- |E) 
8 , HEARTBEAT - LOVE ME TENDER 6 2 RCA/GiobalTV RADCD 72/RAOMC 72/-(BMGI 19 3 , THE NO 1 SEVENTIES ALBUM PolyGram TV 5560542/5550544/-(F) 9 , 2 ALL MY LOVE O wamar.esp/PolyGram TV 9548359482/9548359484/-(W1 20-2 ,KISS IN IBIZA 97 @ PolyGram TV 5550352/5550354/- (El 
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TOP 50 AIRPLAY HITS 
^  8 NOVEMBER 1997 J 

m. music control 

D 
, , | RAINCLOUD Lighthouse Family Wild Card/Polydor 1819 -3 61.26 -16 

2 2 5 8 SPICE UPY0URLIFE Spice Glrls Virgin 1551 -10 53.29 -8 A 3 10 IS 4 TORN Natalie Imbruglia RCA 1710 +26 52,28 +26 4 6 6 H SUNCHYME Dario G Eternal/WEA 1532 -18 49.09 -8 5 3» s AS LONG AS YOU LOVE ME Backstreet Bovs Jive 1519 -1 46.71 -22 6 4 3 12 JUST FOR YOU M People M People/BMG 1930 +1 46.19 -18 A 7 YOU'VE GOT A FRIEND Brand New Heavies Ffrr/London 1343 +2 44.94 +14 8 8 10 6 STAY Sash! Feat. La Trac Multiply 1183 +4 43.71 -5 9 7 9 14 TUBTHUMPING Chumbawamba FMI 1052 -6 40.78 -24 10 5 2 9 ANGEL OF MINE Eternal Ist Avenue/EMI 1440 -8 38.70 -39 11 9 7 8 STAND BY ME Oasis Création 1103 -18 35.07 -29 12 13 13 12 NEVERGONNA LETYOUGO Tina Moore Delirious 927 -5 35.03 n/c 
A 13 14 B II DRUGS DON T WORK Verve Hut 737 -14 33.86 +1 14 12 20 6 WALKIN' ON THE SUN Smash Mouth Interscope 886 +1 31.85 -10 
A 15 18 26 4 1 SAY A LITTLE PRAYER Diana Klng Columbia/Work 1275 +22 30.18 +11 16 16 14 16 MENINBUCK Will Smith Columbia 765 -6 28.68 -2 
Â 17 28 44 3 EVERYTHING 1 WANTED Dannii EternalAA/EA 619 +58 28.54 +59 18 15 24 3 BARBIE GIRL Aqua Unlversal 883 +3 27.16 -15 
A 19 23 30 3 HELP THE AGED Pulp Island 616 +37 27.15 +24 
A 20 19 17 18 B1TCH (NOTHING IN BETWEEN) Meredith Brooks Capitol 658 -6 26.93 +2 
A 21 25 34 3 PUT YOUR ARMS AROUND ME Texas Mercury 795 +14 26.86 +34 ▲ 22 33 111 2 OPEN ROAD Gary Barlow RCA 787 +58 26.86 +57 

23 17 12 9 ARMS AROUND THE WORLD Louise Ist Avenue/EMI 1327 -7 26.50 -10 
24 20 25 ARE YOU JIMMY RAY? Jimmy Ray Sony S2 631 -11 23.80 -8 

A 25 47 119 2 PARTY PEOPLE...FRIDAY NIGHT  HIGHEST CLIMBER  911 Ginga/Virgin 625 +80 23.24 +69 

A 26 YOU SEXYTHING 
 BTGGEST INCREASÊlN PLAYS   BIGGEST INCREASE IN AUDIENCE  Mot Chocolaté FMI 375 +140 22.40 +136 

27 21 16 24 FREE Ultra Nate AM:PM/A&M 664 ■3 21.83 -10 
A 28 35 85 2 AINTTHAT JUST THE WAY Lutricia McNeal Telstar 397 +85 21.10 +27 
A 29 38 73 3 TELLIN' STORIES Charlatans Beggars Banquet 223 +72 20.38 +31 
A 30 54 117 1 PHENOMENON LLCoolJ Def Jam/Mercury 393 +80 20.03 +69 
A 31 36 37 4 ALL YOU GOOD GOOD PEOPLE Embrace Hut 276 +31 19.39 +20 
A 32 46 43 3 EARTHBOUND Conner Reeves Wildstar 324 +40 19.26 +39 
A 33 48 70 24 1 WANNA BE THE ONLY ONE Eternal Featuring Bebe Winans Ist Avenue/EMI 404 +49 19.25 +48 

34 22 23 8 GOT'TIL IT'SGONE JanetJackson Virgin 678 -15 19.06 -16 
A 35 37 42 3 DONT LEAVE Faithless Cheeky 499 +31 18.84 +16 
A 36 29 39 6 SOMETHING ABOUTTHE WAY YOU LOOKTONIGHT Elton John Rocket/Mercury 667 +1 18.76 +6 

37 24 35 5 A LIFE LESS ORDINARY Ash Infectious 118 -85 18.54 -15 
A 38 50 62 23 UNBREAK MYHEART Ton! Braxton LaFace/Arista 400 +25 18.18 +48 
A 39 40 46 3 DEADWEIGHT Beck Geffen 196 +100 18.04 +20 

40 26 31 4 GET HIGHER Black Grape Radioactive 134 +13 17.29 -15 
41 31 27 9 SEMI-CHARMED LIFE Third Eye Blind Elektra 555 -18 16.26 -6 
42 30 21 17 BLACK EYED BOY Texas Mercury 432 -7 15.53 -13 

A 43 33 45 3 DAYA THINK l'M SEXY? N-Trance Featuring Rod Stewart AATW 621 +58 15.39 +1 
A 44 59 114 1 STEP INTO MY WORLD Hurricane#! Création 159 +30 15.21 +35 
A 45 70 193 1 LONELY Peter André Mushroom 364 +56 14.26 +55 

46 43 40 27 LOVEFOOL Cardigans Stockholm/Polydor 351 -14 14.24 -1 
A 47 61 78 1 DONT GIVE UP Michelle Weeks Sound Of Ministry 237 +31 14.13 +32 
A 48 49 59 2 MONDAY MORNING 5:19 Rialto East West 429 +21 12,93 +4 
A 49 64 569 1 CRY Sundays Parlophone 185 +118 12.61 +25 

50 0 0 1 PERFECT DAY  MOST ADDED  Various Chtysalis 229 n/c 12.56 n/c 

TOP 10 GROWERS 

OPEN ROAD Gary Barlow (RCA1 PARTY PEOPLE...FRIDAY NIGHT911 (GingaA/irginl I SAY A LITTLE PRAYER Dk Dfl YA THINK l'M SEXY? N-Trance Fealunng Rod Slewart IAATWI PERFECT DAY Various ICtirysalisI EVERYTHING I WANTED Dannii lElernaljWEA) IWILL COMETO YOU Ha ~ YOU SEXYTHING HolMalelEMII 

TOP 10 MOST ADDED 

I WILL COMETO YOU Ha DEADWEIGHT BecklGeffen) 
LETS GO ROUND AGAIN Ui EVERYTHING I WAWTED Dannii lEtemal/WEAI 

iiation adds (add detined as four or mot 

O < 
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movingshai 

shaken by 

departureof 

The pioneering drum & bass indie Moving Shadow saw Ihe departure offive members of staff last week. Dubbing themselves 'The Five Musketeers', the departing staff announced their intention to launch a rival company following disagreements with Moving Shadow founder and MD Rob Playford. 
resigned are Simon Colebrook (A&R director), Sean O'Keefe (art director), Caroline Butler (label manager), Paul Rhodf manager) and Gavin Newman (label assistant). 
"Collectively, the group felt they could no longer maintain a working relationship with Playford and this was the only course of action left." Before last week's events, press reports had appeared claiming that Playford had 'disappeared' and that in his absence the staff were trying 

NOVEMBER 1 997 

(tour 

to buy hii nt Playford says 

handsduring that period." Moving Shadow label was launched in 1990 and is one of the most respected drum & bass labels, Playford bas also corne to prominence through his production partnership with artist Goldie, which resulted in their co-producing the critically acclaimed 1995 album 'Timeless', Although the duo's arlistic partnership was recently disbanded, Playford co-produced much of Goldie's forthcoming album 'Satum's Returnz'. Playford says the Moving Shadow rester will remain unchanged by the week's events. "Despite rumours to the contrary I have personal assurances from ail of the artists currently signed to Moving Shadow, as well as the remaining staff, that they are not concerned over the changes and are happy that I am back and fully recovered," he says. The departed staff are talking to potential hackers for their label, which will be called Ultrasound. 

inside: 

m 

mm 

[2] SEVEN DAYS IN DANCE: JOHN COXON of SPRING HEEL JACK reveals what caught his allention this week 
[3] RADIO; the Top 40 Dance Airplay countdown; PETE TONG's playlist 
[4] Q&A: MARK JONES talks to Tony Farsides 
[5] JOCK ON HIS BOX: DJ PHANTASY 

. - [6-11] HOT VINYL: ail the tunes of the week, the latesl î- ^ reviews and DJ Tips 
! KII77 ÎKSCLUB: CLUB: 'FQRGIVEN' Space Brolhers (Manilesto) 

chart URBAN: 'CALL ME' Blackstreet leat Jay-Z (LaFaca) number POP: 'OPEN YOUr'mIND' U.S.U.B.A. (Haîàrky) ones COOL CUTS: 'SO GOOP'Jullet Roberts (Dellrious) 

Way Out West Includes mixes by Brothers in Rhythm, Matthew 
Ajare Roberts and Way Out West. Released 1711 97 

on Deconstruction. 

S Nftl 

iew single'B-Boy Bstance'.The track, which «r enlered straight in flATs ■ Cool Cuts chart al | number 12 last week am as also heen Pete P1 Tong's Essenlial Tune on Radio One, features UK reggae MC Ténor Fly guoling 'Wonderwall' by chatting, "Today is gonna be the day when you meel your maker boy". The track will he now rerecorded with Ihe appropriale changes made. "The track was made on the spur of Ihe moment with Ténor Fly chatting and quoting in Ihe old reggae tradition," says Aston Harvey from the Freestylers. "It wasn'l a rip-off, just a nod to a great band and we fhought Noël might be info it." The Freestylers' 'Advenlures In Freestyle (Revenge Qf The B-Boy)' EP is out on January 5. 



jive lures 
maclachlan 
from telstar 

Scott Maclachlan, Multiply records 1 headofA&R, l talked exclusively m to H/Wlast week ™ 
|[7 DAYS IN DANCÊ] 

f gohn coxon spring neet jack 
|* the highly successful Telslarp dance label (or a F ew post as head of A&R at Jive Records. Maclachlan I fill begin working at the Willesden-based label in the [" 

ui 

Maclachlan. who has recently enjoyed huge ss with Sash! - who has sold 1.5m singles and produced a gold album - says that Martin Dodd, Jive's European head of A&R, was key in luring him to the 
ire's good prospects at Jive," Maclachlan says. "l've been speaking to them on and off for a couple of years but it never felt like the right time. Recently l've felt that l've hit a ceiling at Multiply." Maclachlan joined Telstar in 1992, originally packing boxes for the company's strike force Full Force, When Full Force's Mike Hall started Multiply in 1994 Maclachlan joined as A&R. He has been responsible for hits by Sash!, Jinny, Short Dick Man and Basement Jaxx amongst others. Indeed, seven out of eight Multiply releases for this year have charted in 

Maclachlan says the experience he has gained working at Multiply with MD Mike Hall has been invaluable. "It was a fledgling label and I was allowed | to experience ail sides of the business. It's invalu experience that I couldn't have got elsewhere," hi 

j "Tuesday: Me and my partner in Spring Heel Jack 1 1 compiling alnew set for our forlhcoming US dates. We just fimshed a ■ I tour with Sffritualized last month and we'll be 0
F
n

p ^HFR"hen j ALICE' tour^ith APHEX TWIN, LUKE VIBERT and SQUAREPUSHER when I we corne babk We also took delivery of the promos and artwork for our new single | 'Casino' which will be released on two pièces of vinyl with mixes from Aphrodite M,ckey I Finn Hidderi Agenda and DJ SS. Wednesday: we wentto THE STRONG ROOM m bast I London where we have our studio to work on new tracks, We found it s ^tterto h^ur E studio awaylfrom your iiving environment. That evemng we were DJmat THE DOG STAR 1 in Brixton ai JOI's new club. Joi used to be the best club ever, small and mt mate. Its good 1 to see it back. Thursday: we finished mixing two pièces of music for a tnbute evemng to i avant-gardeimusician LA MONTE YOUNG which is going to take place at The Barbican, | We'll be in the US when it actually happens but PULP, NICK CAVE and BRIAN ENO are ail 1 involved in il. Friday: ourtrusted ATARI computer finally biew up. We've decided to replace 1 it with a MAC. Saturday: phoned US promoters and checked about who's supporting us. 1 We're going!to be doing two gigs at Wetlands in NEW YORK with LEE 'SCRATCH PERRY, 1 one of which will be a Halloween party. He's a real hero of ours. Sunday: day off; Monday; I rehearsing our live set and tweaking equipment. We basically dismantle half our studio and | take it with is when we play live. In the evening talked to our US agent Sam Kirkby who 1 put us in toiich with Tim Price at PLUS 8 records who's putting us on at THE SHELTER in â DETROIT pdssibly with EDDIE 'FLASHIN' FOWLKES." 

S 

There are now plans for a new broad-based dance imprint at Jive. Tm going to do more international A&R and the best way to attract those artists is to get profile. So l'Il be starting an imprint and get on with having some success," he says. 

Following the departures of Judge Jules and former MD Gordon Mac, London dance station Kiss FM has seen another big name flee the station with the news that Cari Cox has resigned his Saturday night slol. A statement from Cox's management TPMAJIimate says, "Cari has so many commitmenls at présent to other radio shows around the world, heavy touring commitments and an artist album due out on Edel early next year. We didn't want to spread ourselves too thinly." Kiss 100FM was unable to provide a comment al the time of prinling. Cox will continue to stand ' or Danny Rampling at Radio One (Saturday 7pm-9pm). Rampling, who recently collapsed  lis show in around three weeks' time. 

Çirfd// QVtouyh to tedçe 

tut fcirjre euougrt to vnclte 0 

Aot hoV 
black market. 
london 
25 D'Arblay Street, London W1, tel: 0171-437 3478,fax: 0171-494 1303 Black Market was started in 1988 by Steve Jervier and Rene Galston, and three years later the shop was taken over by current owners Nicky Black Market and Dave Piccioni. Upslairs spécialisés in bouse and garage with rap and r&b sélections, while downstairs boasts one of the most longslanding and well respected drum & bass/jungle departmenls in the counlry. 

ri: s s 



[[BEATS PIECES] 
JAM1R0ÛUAI have been forced to move the date for their charity show at the Battersea Power station which we reported a few weeks ago. The gig should have taken place on December 4 but will now take place on December 14. Ail tickets already purchased will be valid for the new date...THE EROTIC BAIL at London's Olympia 2, which was being promoted as 'the sexiest event 

of the year' by a conglomerate of clubs Including Pushca, Trade and Submission in ald of various Aids chanties, has now been cancelled due to worries from Hammersmith & Fulham Council about parking and the movement of people within the venue.,.Mecca Records will be launching the latest volume of its successful drum & bass compilation sériés, TOTAL SCIENCE 3, with a party at The End this Wednesday (5). OJs will be the album's compiler Darren Jay, Mickey Finn, Randall and DJ Swi(t...Promotion company WRITE NOISE has moved and can now be found 

miÊmmmmm i mu n     at White Noise, 8 Southam Street, London 5PH, tel: 0181-964 0020, fax: 0181-964 0021. Also on the move is SUBURBAN BASE which ha moved to new central London offices. The company is now on the following numbers - tel: 0171-481 1233, fax: 0171-481 1223. However it will be keeping its Romford PO Box for mail which is: Suburban Base Records, PO Box 2311, Romford, Essex RM 5 2DZ...Apologies to Clear Station DJ agency whose téléphoné number we printed erroneously. The correct number is 0141 332 9740... 

Last Wednesday (October 29) was the first day of Choice London's month-long broadcast across North London on 107.5FM, covering Camden, Islington, Haringey, Tower Hamlets and parts of Barnet, a population of around 1m. "A new licence is becoming available in the nexl year for North London, and that's the one we're interested in," says Patrick Berry, MO of the South London-based station. "This next month is very much a rehearsal for us." Choice is networking its peak time slots - the breakfast show and half of drive time - across both frequencies, but has adopted quite a différent musical format for the North London station. "We recognise there are other forms of black music apart from soul, r&b and rap which don't get much exposure, for example reggae, soca, world, African and gospel - in parlicular reggae," says Berry. The temporary station is 

featuring a mix of new OJs together with Choice regulars including reggae specialists Gammo Speng and Natty B, plus Elaine Smith who is presenting a world music show. The major dance labels shine through on this week's Dance Airplay 40, with entries for TODD TERRY on Manifesto, COCO on Positiva, SEX-0- SONIQUE on ffrr, SPICE GIRLS on Virgin, KAMASUTRA FEATURING JOCELYN BROWN on Sony S3 and NATURAL BORN CHILLERS on East West. AH these tracks have their hackers, with the Galaxy trio putting their combined force behind Coco, Kiss 100 lending heavy support to Sex-O-Sonique and Natural Born Chillers, Galaxy 101 solely responsible for the Spice Girls' entry, Galaxy 102 and 105 behind Kamasutra and a combination of the Galaxy stations, Choice Birmingham's and Kiss 100 uniting to put Todd Terry, this week's highest new entry at 22. The only other new entry is SUNOANCE on Heact, in at 24 thanks largeiy to Galaxy 102 and 105. 
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long" 

'BAMBOO' Bomboo (VQ • 'PLEASURE DOME'Soul II Soul (4th & B'woy) • TOST & iPiayiïSt FOUND (TENAGUA'S REMIX)' D'Note |VC| • 'DANGEROUS' Busto Rhymes (Elektra) • 'INEED A MIRACLE (VICTOR IMBRES ORIGINAL 12" MIXI' Coco (Positiva) • 'HIGH TIMES (BIONIC MIX)' Jamiroquoi (Sony) • 'HISTORY REPEAT1NG' Propellertieads feat Miss Shidey Bassey (Wall Of Sound) • 'BROWN PAPER BAG (VOCAL MIX)' Roni Size (Talkin' Loud) • 'RUFF DRIVER- (white label) • 'SOLTVANr (white label) • 'DANCE (DO THAT THINGT Black Magic (Stridfy Rhythm) • 'BAD BOY' Ruffneck Trilogy (Red) • WORK IT' DJ Funk (Getto Style) • 'SUPERSTAR* Novy vs Eniac (Kosmo) • 'B-Boy Stance' Freestylers (Freskanova) • 'RUTHLESS' Rude Boy (More Protein) • 'DIVA' T.O. (House Nation) • 'GOTTA KEEP PUSHING' Z Factor (Z) • 'JUNGLE BROTHER- Jungle Brothers (Gee SI) • 'LUSH GOLD' C T Agnelli (Freerange) • 'BEAT THAT BITCH...' Johnny Dangerous (NifeGrooves) • Live from Brookes University: Way Ouf West (live performance) • David Holmes (DJ set) • Adam F (live performance) • Judge Jules (DJ set) : AS FEATURED ON RADIO ONE'S THE ESSENT1AL SELECTION WITH PETE T0N6 ON FR1DAY 31 OCTOBER (6.30pm- 

9 GOT'TIL IT'S GONE Janet Jackson Virgin 5 PHENOMENON LL Cool J Def Jam/Mercury 12 SUNCHYME Datio G Eternal/WEA 8 STAY Sash! féal La Trec Multiply 8 JUST FOR YOU m People M People/BMG 3 I SAY A LimE PRAYER Diana king Colur 12 NEVER GONNA LET YOU GO Tina Moore 6 GABRIEL Roy Davis Jr teat Peven Everelt 

1433 12 5 24 3 1615 5 

3619 13 37 40 6 3830 5 

OOH LA LA Coollo PLEASURE DOME Soul II Soul FIRMBIZ The Flrm Aflermath/Traokmasters/Columbia OH LA LA LA 2 Elvlssa Club Tools/Edel R.I.P. GROOVE Double 99 Satellile ANGEL OF MINE Eternal ISt Avenue/EMI CARRY ON Martha Wasb Oelirious AS (UNTIL THE DAY) The Knowledge ffrr EVERYDAY OF MY LIFE House Trahie Logic DON'T GIVE UP Michelle Weeks Sound Of Minishy BEEN AROUND 1HE WORLD Pull Daddy S Rie Family Pufl DaddyfAréla APPLETREE Erykah Badu Universal Vibe IT'S 0VER LOVE Todd Terry Présents Shannon Manifesto/Mercury YOU'VE GOT A FRIEND Btand New Heavies ffrr/London SUNOANCE Sundance React l'LL 8E MISSING YOU Pull Daddy i Failli Evans Bad Boy/Arisla FREE Ultra Nate AM:PM/A&M I NEED A MIRACLE Coco Positiva/EMI I THOUGHT IT WAS YOU Sex-O-Sonique ffrr MEN IN BLACK Will Smilh Columbia GUNMAN 187 Lockdown East West Dance SPICE UP YOUR LIFE Spice Gltls Virgin RAINCLOUD Lighthouse Family Wild Card/Polydor HAPPINESS Kamasulra leat Jocelyn Brown S3 H0 H0NEY MO PROBLEMS Noierions B.I.G. Bad Boy/flrista YOUR CARESS (ALL I NEED) DJ HONEY Mariah Carey OH BOY Fabulous Baker Boys A SONG Byron Sllngily 39 39 15 FREED FR 40E3 - ROCK THE FUNKY BEAT NalntalBo 
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Wall Of Sound isonce 
again in the spotlight 
as 'On Her Majesty's 
Secret Service', the collaboration between 
East West's David 
Arnold and Wall Of 
Sound's biggest group 
The Propellerheads, 
has given them their 
first UK Top 10 hit. The 
group's next single, 
released next month, 
features Shirley 
Bassey. Tony Farsides 
talks to Wall Of Sound 
head honcho and Muzik 
magazine's Caner Of 
The Year, Mark Jones 

mai jones 
YOU'RE JUST BACK FROM SOUTH AMERICA. WHAT WAS IT LIKE? thDerek m imagine what it was like. In a re the first British DJs to visit. go in the world there ur stuff. ThereTI 

1 a tour of Brazil and if 11( Delarge and Jon Carter I think you ca couple of the places we played we wi But the funny thing is that no matter wf seems to be a hard core of people who always be someone in a Wall Of Sound T-shirt which is quite bizarre. But generally they seemed to have just had handbag or techno DJs visit before. A couple of places took a bit a bit of warming up but it was good," THE DAVID ARNOLD COLLABORATION LOOKS LIKE WORKING WONDERS FOR THE PROPELLERHEADS... "The reason we did the David Arnold thing was because it's such a good set-up for us. It's led us nicely into the Shirley Bassey single and the LP in the new year, Fingers crossed." WHAT'S HAPPENING IN AMERICA AT THE MOMENT? "Good question and one l ask my American lawyer ail the time. We signed the Propellerheads to Dreamworks and we're negotiating with various companies about the label, l'm trying to avoid this headless chicken thing that's happening over there where people are running round trying to sign things they don't understand. But l'm also aware about striking while the iron's hot. We're a small label and a lot of it's about resources. If you're an XL with Beggar's Banquet behind you and there's an international department with three or four staff to deal with, you know, 33 différent licensees it's okay. But for us it's better to go with one company that can cover ail those territories for our product. The label's really spiralling at the moment. The success of The Propellerheads has really stepped us up a gear and next year we've got music coming out that's going to be more accessible than 
LIKE WHAT? "Akasha have got an LP coming out which is jazz-tinged but has some real pop moments on there. They've done a duet with Neneh Cherry which is a cover version of Guns & Roses' 'Sweetchild' which to my ears sounds like a real hit. Ail of the acts we have are album acts and they can ail play live. Les Rythmes Digitales will have an LP out in April and that's shaping up really well." 

YOU TALK ABOUT HOW MUCH MORE ACCESSIBLE WALL OF SOUND'S MUSIC IS BECOMING. YOU'RE HOT PRECIOUS ABOUT IT BECOMING MORE POP- ORIENTATED THEN? "No. l'm a pop head since day one. It's where I corne from, l've just wanted to make it on my own terms. Great pop music is music that doesn't lose its credibility just because it crosses over. None of our artists have their heads stuck up their arse about things like that. I wanna sell as many records as possible and so do the artists." DOES THAT MEAN THAT WALL OF SOUND IS GOING TO REMAIN 1NDEPENDENT OR NOT IN THIS COUNTRY? "To me it's of upmost importance that a label like Wall Of Sound remains independent in this country. WeTI do everylhing we can to remain an indie. That's the essence of what we're about. The ditficult bit of this business is the creative bit and that's what indies are always good at and what the majors always lack. The rest isjustnumbers." 

1 
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HARD HANDS Ofiice 2, 3 Thorpe Close, London W10 5XL, tel: 0181-960 5055, fax: Olf" 964 5954 HISTORY Hard Hands was formed in August 1992 I Barnes and Paul Daley, aka Leftfield, and their manager Usa Horan. The band set up the label to release their own material and to work with likeminded people. "The idea was to bring on board people who were at the cutting edge, who wanted to experiment and do différent things, who weren't looking for the obvious, and who certainly didn't want to sell out," says Hard Hands' Paul Coleman. Following classic Leftfield releases, 'Release The Pressure' and 'Song Of Life', the label put out Dee Patten's 'Who's The Badman'. Other early artists included Kris Needs and Billy Nasty. Leftfield's first album, 'Leftism', came out in 1995 through Columbia, with Hard Hands looking after its DJ and underground following by releasing a vinyl double- pack of tracks and mixes not available on Columbia. The follow-up, which features collaborations with Afrika Bambaata amongst others, is due in t new year. Hard Hands now has a rosti of individual artists who ail have their own musical direction. "They're ail showing the same creativity and commitment to shaking up dance music as their label founders," says Coleman. The latest crossover act is Pressure Drop whose album 'Elusive' has received critical acclaim. Next one to watch is Solid Ground, whose first release, 'The Whole Deal' EP, is out now KEY STAFF: Usa Horan, Paul Coleman, Justine Concannon SPECIALIST AREAS: Eclectic breakbeat KEY ARTISTS: Leftfield, Pressure Drop, Dark Globe, Solid Ground, Kerosene LAST THREE RELEASES: 'Sprintian Posture' Dark Globe: 'Got To Be For Real' Pressure Drop; 'The Who' Deal EP' Solid Ground COMING UP: 'Who's The Badman (remixes)' Dee Patten; Dark Globe single; 'Silently Bad Minded' Pressure Drop; 'Relegation Dogfight EP' Solid Ground RETAILER'S VIEW: "A label which produces consistent, quality releases. Ail Hard Hands titles have been good sellers for us, especially anything by Pressure Drop." - Pete Herbert, Atlas 
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'31 SECONDS' ORIGIN UNKNOWN (RAM) "The timeless Andy C and Shimon made this classic in '93 and it-still rips up the danpefloor today. I first head it when;Andy played a dub o1 it and it smashed it and I got the test pressing from him. it still smashes parties to this dày.ltseemsto kick pff because of the riff in it and when the bass drops. Ail the j components make it a i 

'OUEST' ANDY C & SHIMON (RAM) "These guys have got the most records in drum & bass that hold their own. They made 'Ouest' around WSD and it becâme another classic track which is always great to mix with.ît's still rockin' the dancefloor." i 

'MUSIC LTJ BUKEM (GOOD 100KING) "This came out around '92 or '93 and it's another classic piece of music, and I mean music! Danny is on his own when it cornes to this type of production. He eut it about six months before he'd let anyone else eut it. Danny's lethal like that. Danny's cool, we'd play a lot back in those days, me after him or him after me. Now l'd play this on a spécial occasion like New Year's or when playing at a big party." 
XHOPPER' SHY FX (SOUR) „ 'this track was made in '05 and is again a big night track. The crowd love this and sometimes I can't resist and I have to play it just to see everybody go mad. It was my first track of '97 when I played at Desire at midmght, The crowd? Wild!" 

'GENETIC (REMIX)' Andy C and Shimon (Ram) •WHO CAN DRAW?' Pascal (True Playaz) 'WESTERN1 Rom Size/Reprazent (Talkin' Loud) 4 'WOWHEAD'DJ Krust (V Recordings) " TGtZE (REMIX)' DJ Red (Trouble On Vinyl album) i 'IT'S LIKE THAT' DJ Zinc (Frontline) ' TERRADACTYL REMIX' Future Forces (Frontline) 'THERE'S ONLY ONE LIFE TO GIVE' DJ Hype (True Playaz) ! 'SABRES' Pascal (True Playaz) I 10 'HYBRID'Hopa & Bones (True Playaz) 

II 

'TERRORIST' RAY KEITH (MDUING SHADOW) "This track has just had a''97 mix done so it will probably start getting played again. The original from '93 is an absolute rdarer, The big bass from '93 is good. This is the sound of Ray Keith. The crowd response to this is large. One for 

'PULP FICTION' ALEX REECE (METALHEADZ) "This was the second classic track Alex made after the groundbreaking 'Basic Principles' and I was lucky enough to get this on dub plate - Fabio was the only other person to have this at the time, I knew it would be massive. A wicked tune to mix with. You know! Those four minute mixes." 

can still match the speed of today's drum & bass. A nice roller, just like ail SS's stuff. l've only played this a couple of times of late but listen out, I might drop it nearyou soon!" 
'P-FUNK' PASCAL (FRONTLINE) "My good friend and close ally Pascal has proved many times that he is one the best producers in the world! Yes, world! Whalever he does, whether it' vocal, dark, jump-up or just plain rolling he does it with the greatest professionalism. This timeless masterpieoe has to get played at certain placi I like to play this one if l'm playing a very late set or if l'm spinning abroad. 

'ROLL ON' ANDY C (RAM) "This was made in '9<1 and is still being played by myself 

■N1GHTFLIGHT' ANDY C & SHIMON (RAM) "This is the b-side to 'Quest'. Once again, another stormer. I know l've already picked two other tracks from Ram but their music speaks for itself. If you don't know them check them out." 
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JTHERS 'A LOVE SUPREME' (HOUSE) ( highlights of the excellent 'Rude ibitious interprétation of John iow rocks its way onto 12-inch. It is of more floor-friendly Black Science The 'Deep Science " version with discoid strings, new flûte, while the dumping 'Deep early Nineties feel with its trong female vocals. • • • • • AB 
ILLER (FULL CREW REMIX)' (R&B) and composition, this is definitely \gle since 'Pony' and in my opinion he natural follow-up. Wayne Lawes' dentally appearto have landed literally hat Blacksmith haven't and vice versa oduce a cool vibe on this little phat and lling bassline fuses with what sounds note sax stab and warm pad chords t, nothing too complicated - just e's vocal tones do ail the work. Nice courtesy of Nicky alias Virginia Slim : oooo RH 

BAFFLED FEATURING COLOUR GIRL I BELIEVE IN YOU' (OUTLAW) (( The follow-up to the massive underground hit 'Ihmgs Are Never' by Operator & Baffled, this is much in the i. Colour Girl delivers a smooth, uplifting and very catchy vocal line driven along by tough beats, horn dubby effects and a bassline that's booming hlgh in the mix. An upbeat record, with a kick to it, and you iwon't be able to get that vocal out of your head! • •••• 

IGE) 

ROJECT 2 EP' (OFFSHOOT) (TECHNO) itfirns to the frontline with another spot- Hands sîster imprint. On 'Project 2' vay from his 'Disco Trippin' release to lhan one format to his game. 'Porton topside with smooth tech-house ribalistic drums coupled with easy- imple chords that drift in when )-side 'Warehouse' and 'System Détroit sensibility and a minimal the grooves. Top package. DM 
AKTIC SOUND LAB EP' (GALAKTIC (ALTERNATIVE) lel from the Five Star Galaxy mpting taste of things to corne with a ebut EP. Sirkus star Rollercone (^l/l for four tracks: 'Spazio Grande' is a «ith the dangers in full effect; gs you the bonus beats: 'Expiratios' r) frantic drum & bass territory; and, t, 'Inspirations' is a well-chilled 
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FORGIVEN (IFEEL YOUR LOVE) (LOOP DA LOOP/QATTARA MIXESU BENEDICTUS(BRAINBUG MIXES)/NIGHTMARE (CLUB 69 S DJ WILD MIX ïr • n ' KEEP YOUR LOVE (DEX & JONESEY/MATT KOOTCHVNIC C & DEX MIXES Pal THE RIGHT WAY (MOOD II SW1NG/ST0NEBRID6E/100P OA L00P/1AN POOLEY MIXESl/MY PERSONALITY (STONEBRIDGE Mm: 

PEELING GOOD (HUFF & HERB MIXES) Hifti S He-b ITS OVER LOVE (FUNKY GREEN DOGS/LOOP OA LOOP/BLACK N SPANI8H/DILL0N & DICKENS MIXES) r  BAMBOOGIE (ANDREW LIVINGSTONE MIXES) S" ■ ■: ... ... AJARE (WAY OUT WEST/BROTHERS IN RHYTHM/MATTHEW ROBERTS MIXES)1 ' HAPPINESS (ERIC KUPPER MIXES) S--;-.    COT U ITS GONE (DAVID MORALES & FRANKIE KNUCKLES/ARMAND VAN HELDEN MIXES) : RUN TO YOU (FARLEY & HELLER/PHAT MANHATTAN/PHILIP DAMIEN/GUISEPPE D/EDOIE BAEZ MIXES) ' ■ SUNSHINE(WESTBAM/FUTUREFUNK/STRETCH&VERNMIXES)C' fc " LowSpiril OPEN YOUR MINO (DJ QUICKSILVER/WFIOOSH/DEX 'N' JONESEY/TRIPON PHUNKY/DE DONATIS/M.U.T.EJU.S.U.RA MIXES) à : Malarky NO OTHER LOVE (DINERO/BLUE AMAZON MIXES) . . - y JackpoVSonv S3 l BIZZI'S PARTY (BOOKER T/SOL BROTHERS MIXES) ; Rhylhm Series/Parlophone 1 LOS! AND FOUND (DANNY TENAGLWJOE CLAUSSELTMATT WINN/ASHLEY BEEDLE/SUNSHIP MIXES) L - VC Recordings ! RUNNING SONG (K-KLASS/GANT/FONY MASERATI/ORIGINAL MIXES) -, Gee Street LETS GO ROUND AGAIN (COLOUR SYSTEMS INC7187 LOCKDOWN/PAUL GOTEL/RATED PG MIXES) I I I GANT HELP MYSELF (LUCID/BOY FOY MIXES) t. ; , I IBELIEVE (ROGER SANCHEZ/SHARP/SASH! MIXES) Hap-y C'sppers LET A BOY DRY (ROB B/MATT KOOTCHI/BLUE IKON MIXES) Gaia I LOVE, PEACE AND GREASE (BT/MANTRONIK/MR.ROY/POTENT PILL/FULL MONTY MIXES) ET ! PRESSURE (M&SA/INCENT DE MOOR/BABY BUMPS/CLAY & DELLER MIXES) lirten Spirfe I ENTER THE SCENE (RHYTHM MASTERS/LACK UP/KENNY GROOVE MIXES) Ts2 ? fejto Ifesaiî as. 30 Supm® THE CHANT (WE R) (RIP PRODUCTIONS MIX)r-, ? i GUNMAN (NU-BIRTH/NATURAL BORN CHILLERS/ORIGINAL MIXES) t87 Usckés»s > FEELIN' INSIDE (K-KLASS/LOOP DA LOOP MIXES) Er.:; S'ctn 

i 38 19 5 i 39133 i 40 21 3 i 41 43 2 i 42 El i 43 17 5 44 22 6 i 45 31 2 i 46 36 2 1 47 4811 148 ra I 49 26 5 i 50 32 3 

i T/DJTONKA MIXES)?:: 

DIDIT AGAIN (TROUSER ENTHUSIASTS/RAZOR-N-GO MIXES) Ky c Kkî-js WORDS (CURVE/QATTARA/MANA/PAUL VAN DYK MIXESJ/MOONLIGHTING (MIXES) fi . ■ ' ? WHAT WOULD WE 00? (SOL BROTHERS/CLAY & DELLER/GRANT NELSON MIXES) î S.-, DONT PUSH IT (KCC & AREA 51/SOL BROTHERS/MESSY BOYS/ORIGINAL MIXES) M. V ; : i SMACK MY BITCH UP (LP VERSION/DJ HYPE MIX) f : : -. GET DOWN, GET FUNKY ; : : FREEDOM (ROBERT MILES/FRANKIE KNUCKLES MIXES) ? ; : : ssfea! ■. ; HOT SHOT '97 (ROLLER COASTER/DATECHNO BOHEMIAN/Sl FUNK NIUSIC (DAVE ANGEL/DJ T0NKA/P1LLS MIXES) ? ;. ; - l'M LEAVING U (GOTTA GO, GOÏÏA GO) (CUTFATHER & LOVE IS LIKE OXYGEN BE STRONG (HIPPIE TORALES/DJ-EFX MIXES) READY (BMW ONE/AQUARIUS/SASHI/D.O.N.S  SING A SONG (JOEY NEGRO/MOUSSE T/187 LOCKDOWN MIXES)7FLYING HIGH (MAW MIX)) i RAIN (JON OF THE PLEASED WIMMIN/BLUE AMAZON/DEKKARD MIXESJ/SOMEÎIMES (JOHN '00' FLE   HOW COULD YOU 00 THAT (MIKE KOGLIN/BILLY BUNTER MIXES) J:;" BEACHBALL : 00 WHATYOU LIKE/OVERDOSE (PETE WARDMAN MIXES) Pets WaT-r. EVERYTHINGIWANTEO pOUSER ENIHUSlASTSiXENOMANIAMEIRO/JUPIIER 8 MIXES)/HEAVEN CAN WAIT POUSER ENTHUSIASIS MIXES). DESIRE (TALL PAUL/MR SCRUFF MIXES) Vo . AMERICA (I LOVE AMERICA) (IODD TERRY/SHARP BOYS/DJ TONKA/UBQ'JASON NEVIN'JEAN S PERAN/GANT/SUGAR OADDY MIXES) r BEEN AROUND THE WORLO/ITS ALL ABOUF THE BENJAMINS (ARMAND VAN HELOEN MIX) 1 ,. . : . EXIT EXITRNNER SANCTUM BASS ODDITYEîJS Gidity JUMP (MOVERS & SHAKERS/ROB DERBYSHIRE/ANGELO STARR MIXES) Ed ' . (THE) KAHASUTRA!) ' . . ; 
NEVERGIVE UP TE A TOBEINLOVE itnïis GET UP (IV1IXES)/WARNING J, SWEET FREEDOM (ERIC KUPPER/RICHIE JONES MIXES) 

30' RiMING MIX)/IN MY ARMS(BBE MIX) T :: 

[commentary]| by alan jones THE SPACE BROTHERS ■ register ttieir second number ■ one club hit of 1997, sprinting^ 33-1 with 'Forgiven (I Feel Your Love)'. They previously topped the chart in April with 'Shine', which is one of the year's top club hits, even though it subsequently peaked at number 23 on the CIN chart. They narrowly squeeze out BRAINBUG thls week to glve the Manifeste label the latest In a strlng of Club Chart toppers - and they could be dethroned next week by labelmale TODD TERRY, whose latest assault on clubland, 'It's Over Love', débuts al number eight - the highest new entry to the chart for five week. Terry's single features vétéran electro vocalist SHANNON ('LetThe Music Play', 'Glve Me Tonight'), sounding as good as ever... KYLIE WHNOGUE's Club Chart comeback 'Did It Again' climbs 39-31 but may not fulfill its considérable potential as only about 250 copies have been mailed to DJs, a very low figure by today's standards. The mixes on the single corne from the TROUSER ENTHUSIASTS, whose work has enlivened the last two singles by Kylie's sister Dannii...Another familiar voice to be heard (uncredited) on a current club hit is that of LEEE JOHN, former lead singer of lmaginatT3nrtëêe is fthe singer on JQHNNY X's chart rider 'Call On Me', which7éaps~15-5 on thls week's chart as DJs jump aboard the speed garage mix of the track, as prepared by the genre's favourite mix team, 187 LOCKDOWN. Altogether eight différent mixers/mix teams have provided mixes of 'Call On Me', with dub, trance, house, funk and other genres ail catered for..,Never a huge Club Chart hit but showing incredible staying power, the NALIN & KANE single 'Beachball' has endured for 11 weeks - a very long time in the rarified atmosphère of thls chart. Originally charting on German import, this Hooj Choons release has never climbed higher than 17. Thls week it expériences a 10% dip in support but manages to climb 48-47...Club Chart breakers this week corne from: MORTAL, STAR N GARTA, MICHELE WILSON, SEAFIELD, FIRM, GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS, MARIAH CAREY, KAMISRA, BALLISTIC BROTHERS, COMIX, OREDY, REDANKA and KEITH SWEAT. 
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CATH COFFEY 'TELL ME' (ISLAND) (ALTERNATIVE) With stunning remixes (rom A Guy Called Gerald and Steve Osborne, this is already being caned by Paul Oakenfold, Nick Warren and Graham Gold, and deservedly so. Stand-out treatment bas to be Gerald's massive drum & bass workout which transforms the track into total moodiness, the huge bass sound and strings a perfect foil to Coffey's voice, giving her depth and authority. Osborne goes off on a more tribal, trancey trip with heavy drums topped off with trancey, arpeggiated strings. • • • ® SD 

gilles peterson 

clubs (although the leisure jocks will ne up), but that's where the money is ladies an © ® © © 

THE ALOHA PUSSYCATS 'DA BITCH' (KONTRABAND) (HOUSE) Out of the Hoxton Square hothouse cornes this mutant disco epic that rises up from the twisted and filtered masses tbanks to ils naggingly looped keys. The flip's '909 Disco Mix' is even better with its bouncy bassline, chopped guitars and snatches of rap, although B - - - 'Freewheelm Franklin Mix' is too hyperactive for ils own good. • • • • 

ROS1E GAINES 'I SURRENDER' (BIG BANG) (GARAGE) This disco-influenced garage track from recently- proclaimed soul diva Rosie Gaines bas her delivering some fine vocals over four mixes. The a-side features two well-constructed commercial mixes, while the flip goes for more punchy mixes courtesy of Grant Nelson, the pick of which is the 'Filthy Dub'. ® ® « ® Z 
1^, ^ umuwmmmmi DOC SCOTT 'FOR DA CAUSE' (REINFORCED) (DRUM & BASS) What a scorcher from the Midlands maestro! Forthcoming on the brand new "Enforcers' EP with other Tuff steppin' beatz and hovering bass to roll out to! Running! • • • • • NB 

(HOUSE) GALA 'LET A BOY CRY'(BIG LIFE) Following on from the platinum selling 'Freed From Desire' which is still getting a good ri money, Europe takes the lead again with the release of 'Let A Boy Cry' and needless to say UK demand will be as vigorous on its impending release. Lots of différent versions from the commercially aimed Motiv 8, Da Loops, Matt Kootchi (the more apt for crédible club play) and Blue Ikon. Fair to say that as a chart-orienfated act more emphasis is towards radio play than perhaps the 

£ E 

SPRING HEEL JACK 'CASINO' (TRADE 2) (DRUM & BASS) Big orchestral stabs and mashed-up beats combine on the latest from SHJ which sounds like the perfect music for the climax in a bank heist/chase movie! There's also a mix from DJ SS which swaps some of the strings and brass for some neat squelchy basslines in a more underground style. The other mixes include a piano-based jump-up version of 'Bells' by Mickey Finn & Aphrodite and a little tech-step madness from Hidden Agenda on 'Sirens' that works a treat. ® ® © o 86 

urbancuts 
1 ■TYRONE' ERYKAH BADU (UNIVERSAL) ImprovisBd at the Jazz Cafe, new on vlnyl 
2 'MEDICINE 4 MY PAIN' LYNDEN DAVID HALL (C00LTEMP0) Cool A deadly 
3 jSOCK tr TO ME'fFUNKY OL MIX)' MISSY ELLIoVlATLANTic/EAST WEST) i 
4 jDANDERDUSj BUSTA RHYMES (EAST WEST) 
5 TLL DO ANYTHIND'^REMIXj GINUWINE (EPIC) 
6 m MYTIHE' PAID S LIVE FEAT LAUHÉN HILL (WHITE LABEL) Anythlng she does...well almosl anylhlog 
7 'INFATUATION (REMIXES)' LAURNEA (ÊPic) Tlie lorgotten lady relurns will) an essentlal slow ]am 
8 'DO YOU WANNA CET $' MASE (BAD BOY)  Obvions cul Itom his debot album 
9 jSO DAHN HUCH'SO FLY' MYHON (ISLAND) 

10 hJJHO'S L0VING MYBABY' SHOLAAMA (WARNER) 
^^_al.,trevor ne|son 
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3 3 BEENAROUND THE WORlD/ALLflBOUT THE BENJAMINS 2 J PHENOMENON 16 7 IT'S BEEN A LONG TIME 18 3 READMYMIND 8 3 APPLE TREE 4 3 FIRMBIZ 6 5 WECANGETDOWN 7 6 EEELSOGOOD 10 5 AINT THAT JUST THE WAY 

Conner Reeves Wildslar Enfkah Badu Kedar/Universal Tlie Firm, Nas, Foxy Brawn, A2 leal. Dawn Roùmson Columbla 

| BIZZI'S PARTY i SUNSHINE > JUST CRUIS1N' PUT YOUR HANDS WHERE MY EYES CQULD SEE i STOMP ! NODOUBT i IGOT S0ME80DY ELSE i DONT SAY î GOT TIL IT'S GONE ! OFF THE ROCKS DRUGLORD SUPERSTAR 1 SEXY CINDERELLA 3 REMINDING ME (OF SEF) 1 WHY HOT LIKE FIRE/THE ONE I GAVE MY HEART TO ] BIG BAO MAMM/VNEVER SEEN BEFORE IWANNABEYOUR LADY/MY EYES 5 FEELIN'YOU B EVERYDAY 2 LADIES EDITION (LP) IWANT HER SOCKIT2ME 0 YOU SHOULD BE MINE 6 l'M LEAVIN' U (GOTTA GO, GOTTA GO) 2 WHATABOUTUS POPPIN' THAT FLY 6 CRUSHONYOU 

Jay-Z lealuring Foxy Brown & Babyface 

Janel lealuring O-Tip & Jnni Milctiell Beatnuts MCLyle Lynden David Hall Cnmmon lealuring Chanlay Savage 
Foxy Brown lealuring Dru HIII/EPMD Hinda Hicks 
Devox lealuring Angle B H-Town Keilh Sweat Missy Misdemeanor Elliott Brian McKnight Bootsy Cnllins lealuring MC Lyte Total Oran Juice Jones lealuring Stu Large & Camp Lo 

Rhythm Series/Parloptione 
Éast'wesl 

[commentary] | by tony fgrsiiîcs 
61ftCKSTREEÎ, who v arrivlng in the UK nexl v/eek to H appear al the Mobo and Smash Hits awards, shoot straight lo number one with 'Call Me' FEATUSIHG JAY-Z. Mailed oui on US promo vinyl tast week, the track Is actually a release from Ihe excellent 'Soûl Food' soundlraok and should nol be confused with the group's own next release, their version ol The Beatles' 'Can't Buy Me love', Good to see RAKM back on torm and in our Top 10 al six with the infectious 'Been A Long Time'. SOKHEfl ftSE'Vi, meariwhile, looks set to lollow the success of 'Father's Son' with 'Read My Mind". up 18-7. The biggest climber this week 1s 70Z's 'No Doubt', whlch is a belated follow up to the tabulous 'Steelo'... Elsewhere, there is lots happening over at RCA in the US at the moment. Firstly, the legendary rapper and producer ?£ H HUCK has signed with Loud Records, mpvihg from Elektra. Meanvvhile, Coolio's soul- singing sidekick m? has signed to Loud subsidiary PMP...Enigmatic producer and Rowdy label boss DALLAS AUSTIN has also launched a newventure through BMG with KSVttî CZiNGER of Volcano Entertainment. The two will be merging their companies to torm a new enhty, Freeworld Entertainment, which will be distributed by RCA in the UK. Freeworld's roster includes alternative R&B diva JOI who will bave a new LP, 'Amoeba Cleansing Syndrome', out in January. 

ROBERT MILES'FREEDOIVI'(DECONSTRUCTION) (HOUSE) Simply inspired by ordinary life, Robert Miles enlists Kathy Sledge to assist on this new single which has Robert's distinct piano-tinkling and lush arrangement, particularly in the LP mix. Frankie Knuckles' 'Club' and 'The Shit' mixes are well-produced NY house with keyboard jamming and warm basslines. • • •• JH 

FREESTYLERS 'ADVENTURES IN FREESTYLE EP' (FRESKANOVA) (BREAKBEAT) Terrifie three-tracker whose lead track 'B-Boy Slance' features Ténor Fly delivering his 'Wonderwall'- derived lyrics over a Studio One bassline. 'Feel Da Panic' is another tight postmodern pastiche with "Walk this way" scratches, shouts of "Pow" & "Feel da panic" plus ruffneck rolls. Finally, 'Breaker Beats' is Apache-driven with phasing and "Shake, goddamn, get otf your ass and jam" as its hook. ® © ® © © JH 

APOLLO 440 'CARRERA RAPIDA' (EP1C) (TECHNO) The fourth single litted from Apollo 440's album, this track gets a limited release and also torms the soundtrack for a new Playstation game. Sait Tank's 'Rip Tide' mix is a bouncing techno trancey version thaï utilises the vocals well on top of a steady, almost funky groove. The Frog Junkie's 'Funk Junkie mix is a neat, big-beat affair that grooves sweetly. if a little predictably. On the fliP'F_re_^ his E-Z Drum & Bass Orchestra contribute a littli 

ROBERT MILES 

m Barry-esque atmosphère and chilled beats 
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VABIOUS 'X-PRESS 2 - LATE NIGHT SESSIONS VOL. 2' (OPEN) (HOUSE) Following in the footsteps of session one which was put together by former résident Harvey, Brothers Ash and Rocky & Diesel combine their talents on the turntables to deliver a cool sélection of deep house and ecleclic madness over two CDs. The (irst dise shows the deep and smooth house flavours with offerings from their own work under various guises along with top stuff from Mato, Deep South and Dirty Jésus. CD two is perfect for home lounging; delights corne in the shape of the Ballistic Brothers' reworking of 'A Love Suprême', Paperclip People's 'Steam' and again the Paperclip man Cari Craig under anotherworking title of Planet E for 'Oui Of The Storm' by Incognito. Now you have the excuse to get the Norman Jay & Gilles Peterson JDJ mot out of your slereo. Not to be missed. © ® ® @ © 
VARIOUS 'TROUBLE ON THE DANCEFL00R'"(X:TREIV1E) (GARAGE) This double mix CD from one of London's top garage DJs, Paul 'Trouble' Anderson, is a game of two halves. The first CD contains a fine sélection of cuit disco faves from the late Seventies and early Highties, while the second is a quality set of garage favourites both old ('The Pressure' by Sounds of Blackness) and new ('Run To You' by Joi Cardwell). On the whole it is strong concept that is well executed. although it would have been nice to have had a few new disco discoveries - most of the tracks here have already been reissued in recentyears by Hubbub, Resolution and Mastercuts. And hearing Byron Stingly's 'Get Up (Everybody)' yet again proves that you can have too much of a good thing • O 0 © AB 
VAROUS: 'ATLANTIC JAXX: A COMPILATION' (ATLANTIC JAXX) (HOUSE) At a time when almost everyone is mixing up styles, few have been as successful as Basement Jaxx and their Atlantic Jaxx label with their firing fusions of house, Brazilian, latin, seul and reggae sounds. This timely compilation brings together their big hits - 'Flylife', 'Samba Magic' and The Heartists' 'Belo Horizonti' - plus some early tunes, such as the hard-to-find 'Underground', and previously unreleased material, like Ronnie Richards' soulful 'Missing You'. There are also a couple of choice tracks from résident diva Corrina Joseph. • ® ® ® AB 
DELTA T 'LOST ARKS' (HOLISTIC) (ALTERNATIVE) Following on from their weil-received 'Deep Range' and 'Bush Communications' EPs, this Isle of Wight quartet deliver a whole LP's worth of dubbed-out downtempo instrumental grooves. In this overcrowded market, they stand out because of their libéral use of live instruments, which gives them a great organic feel, and the fact that their Jamaican influence means rootsy lolloping basslines rather than the usual indiscrimtnate use of the echo chamber. Highlights include the funky reggae of 'Deep Range', the blaxploitation groove of 'Radar 2012' and rippling aqueous folk funk of 'Bush Communication'. • • • • AB 
VARIOUS 'DUBBED ON PLANET SKUNK' (DUBMISSION) (DUB) Dub, with its big bass sound, spacey noises and emptiness, is a perennial favourite with dance producers from drum & bass to house. trance and techno. This album shows why. Many of the arlists featured are already well-known in their own genres such as trancemeisters Doof and Quirk (aka Mark Allen and Tim Healey of Return To The Source famé), or The lone Stuntman, who is half of top house production team The Stuntmen. Along with stalwarts like Alpha & Oméga and Snow, they've produced some stunning tracks whre the bass is mightier than the keyboard and the FX are awesome. • • • • • SD 

STEVE RACHMAD 'NOCTURNO EP' (FIERCE) (TECHNO) Steve Rachmad has always managed to miss out on moving up a gearwith his profile as his impeccable id original style has never really caught the eye of the média, Here again Steve delivers what is needed i fly in the premier techno league. The title track will definitely take your hearing over the légal limit ith a dirty bass that will only stop short of learing your hearf out. Continuously it growls away with no gn of letting up. On the flip Steve moves into the electro area for some acid bleeps and electro tweaks rer two tracks. If you're clever enough you'll buy two copies as you're bound to wear one of them out. Excellent. • • • • • DM 

m 

Itwiil'l Art h nup pfa BT 'LOVE, PEAGE AND GREASE' (PERFECTOp After initial hearing, BT's new bold and adventurous musical direction - a bee(ed-up scratchy slice of electro- funk- is stunning. Three separate 12-inches with BT's 'Puma Fila 7" Mix', Manlronik's 'Electrohippy Formula' with "1,2,3,4,5,6 - do it!" shouts and a sliced Apache break, Mr Roy's 'Cosmic Animal' and 'Monster' mixes that keep the vocoded vocal title and main riff adding a solid 4/4 slapping beat with the harder-edged Euro sounds of Andy Assassin's 'Potent Pill Mix' to wrap things up. ® ® » ® ® JH 
create a delicious cocktail lounge soundtrack, Finally, Mondo Azul go for the full James Bond effect on their mix that combines brooding bass with tweaking synth and organ - ail to a funky breakbeat. ® ® © ® BB 
CYBATRON FEAT DILLINJA 'UNTITLED' (PROTOTYPE) (DRUM & BASS) Brand new piece on Grooverider's Prototype label! Tuff rollin' intro breaks down to be hit thanks to the living hard beats and stabbing basslines to smash any system! One definitely for the box! NB 
USURA 'OPEN YOUR MIND '97' (MALARKY) (HOUSE) Big Life's dance imprint has got off on the right foot and the Deconstruction favourite of '92 cornes around again in a hefty package of mixes, OJ Quicksilver, Woosh and Dex'N'Jonesy among others provide sound mixes, with DJ Quicksilver supplying the 

brigette mewilliams 
too much woman 

the new album out now 
see brigette supporting luther vandross: 
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most accessible of them. More cosmetic coverirg of the original wittiout too much playing around bas resulted in a definite commercial ciub-friendly track with the all-important crossover potential. • • • • CF 
ENVOY 'EMOTIONAL' (SOMA) (HOUSE) It bas been a while since Envoy bave put their stamp on vinyl, but fear not as again the trump card is showing and we have another cool four-tracker. 'Emotional' lives up to its name with tech-house flavours and whispering vocals ^ that shimmers and lifts the productional heartbeat on the track. love Suite 2000' glides along nicely with a simple sax, bongos and offbeat key flourishes. 'Dig Deep' pitches up into a banging monster and 'Breaking lies' works perfect around the 2am mark. Superb. • ® ® ® ^ 
SPACE BROTHERS 'FORG1VEN (I FEEL YOUR LOVE)' (MANIFESTO) _ (HOUSE) 
Ricky Simmonds and Stephen Jones, renowned under such guises as Chakra, Kamilian & Lustral, follow up the massive 'Shine' with 'Forgiven', which forall intents and purposes is almost a rearrangement of 'Shine' in its main mix. Two other mixes to piay with on single promo, including versions by Loop Da Loop and a splendid one from Qattara, which does the better to deviate from the epic Euroness that The Space Brothers aim themselves at. Joanna Law provides a large plus with her voice sounding as good as ever, but although 'Shine' is a hard act to follow, it would have been braver to go for somefhing différent. Still tloes

c[; thetrickthough. 
i xmrnwmxmmmMM fjoTcARDWai 'RIIN TO YOU' (ACTIVE) h 

("0.USE) 
Just under 12 minutes of four-to-the-floor garage bliss is delivered by Philip Damian in the lead mix that provides the perfect antidote to the exhaustmg rash of speed garage records around. A quality vocal, a klller keyboard line an a warm, soulful arrangement are the key ingrédients of this superb mix. Alongsicle is a fairly straight (for them) but undeniably deep and sexy shuffler ,r°m ^ Heller and some dubby speed garage from Phat Manhattan (Brambug). On the second 12-inch, there's a swirling, bass-driven dub from Guiseppe D a Van- Helden-goes-Euro-style hard houser from Eddie Baez (featunng a couple of monumental builds). The latter is pretty much the flavour too of the ma mix ai epic 12.53 minutes - from Baez vs Dezrok (Brutal Bill). A stunnmg package. 

[commentary] t by alan jones 
U.S.U.R.fl.'s support is significantly but they still hangl on to the top spot, with SASHI, SP1CE GIRLS and ERASURE ail close behind. while AQUA's 'Barbie Girl' - which debuted at number one two monthsago, rebounds 27-6 with support more than doubled, as DJs respond to audience demand...Afler a quiet périod, NRGetic remakes are back with a bang this week, with new entries al 15 for INDIGO's galloping remake of Lou Reed's 'Perfect Day' and at 19 for MISS B (FEATURIHG MAXIME BftRRIE) with a version of 'Diamonds Are Forever'. The familiar Bond theme which will 1 be the new DAVID MCALMONT single was first and most famously recorded by Shirley Bassey, of whom, apparently, Maxine Barrie, is an impersonator. Her record crédits one John Barty as a producer, though this is presumably nofthe same John Barry who helmed the Bassey originaL.A couple of weeks ago 1 mentioned the emergence of CD- based mailing lists for mainstream clubs. Since then, Sony, which was already considering the format, has mailed DJs who responded to an earlier invitation with an edit of THE FIRM's 'Firm Bizz' track. And vétéran indie club promotion company Rush Release. which tested the water a few times earlier this year, has been busy for some time building an impressive database with détails of 700 DJs who can use CDs. Il has created a new division, MAINSTREAM, which will mail CDs to said DJs. It welcomes enquiries on 0181-870 0011. 
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The Speed Garage An them OfTheYear 
18/ lockdown 
gunman 
teloTcMÏersandNu-BirA 
Available November 3rd on CD, 12"Vmyl and Cassette 
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COOLCUTS HOTLINE OfTOT 515 585 THE FASTEST WAYTO HEAR THE BEST UPFBQNT DANCE MUSIC W W W ■ W ail. Call 00 3531769 2222 and qiiole 

3 SO GOOD Julîet RobertS (Hot UK garage tune with mixes from Sharp and M&S) 
WALKING ON THE MOON The Police (With hot mixes from Roger Sanchez) 
SPACE MARCH/JAMES BOND THEME David Arnold (Arnoldcollaborâtes with LeftfieldandLTJ Bukem) 
MOFO U2 (Matthew Roberts and Roni Size on the club mixes) 
THE THEME Dreem Teem (London undergroundanthem with newmixes by R.I.P.) 
LOVE, PEAGE AND GREASE BT (With mixes from Mantronik, Mr Roy and Steve Osborne) 
IT'S OVER LOVE Todd Terry présents ShannonfFeaturing mixes from Funky Green Dogs and Loop Da Loop) 
T1TTY TWISTER Viper (A Duran Duran riffand that Nina Simone /ocal make a winning combination) 
JUNGLE BROTHER Jungle Brothers (With mixes from Stereo MCs andMickey Filin) 
NO RESOLVE Fade (Progressive trance from Orlando's Chris Portier and Neil Kolo) 
THE CHANT R.I.P. (More bassy speedgarage grooves) 
HUMPHEAD Dylan Rhymes (Bangin'big beatmayhem) 
BOILER POB (Underground progressive trackwithacidovertones) 
BUTTERFLY Mariah Carey (Featuring house mixes from David Morales) 
CARRERA RAPIDA Apollo 440 (With mixes from Sait Tank) 
EXPAND THE ROOM The Lighl (Explosive breakbeat trance workout) 
STUKA Primai Scream (Featuring a dub electro mix from Two Lone Swordsmen) 
ENTER THE SCENE DJ Suprême vs Rhylhm Masters (Pumping house with new mixes from Klubbheads) 
SWEET FREEDOM Shawn Christopher (Garage cover of Michaei McDonaid 1980s hit) 
HOW YA FEEL Batauka (Driving disco cut'n'paste track) 

Delinous 

Deconstruction 
EastWest 
Manifesto 
Paradice 

Gee St 
Limbo 

Satellite 
Junior Boys Own 

Seismic 
Columbia 

Sony 
AAA 

Création 
Distinct'ive 

Hysteria 
Schemes 

V 

îf Code -1645 
| "SCode-teai 
î?Code-164B 
îTCode-IM? 

de-1648 
SCode-iesa 
®Code-1649 
ÎÎCode-1633 

, îfCode-1650 
l ®Code-1651 

®Code-1634 
©Code-1653 
îfCode-1653 
©Code-1635 
SCode-1654 
SCode-1655 
mode-1656 
mode-1657 
mode-1658 
mode-1659 

D* NOTE 

Losî And Found. The new single, out 3.11.97. DMC Buzz Chart No.1 Featuring remixes from: Danny Tenaglia, Joe Claussell, Âshley Beedle and Sunship. Also features 10 minute extended album mix from Matî Winn. ^ jn CD1/CD2/12". Tak 
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INTERNATIONAL FOCUS 
US CHARTWATCH UK WORLD HITS 

The MW guide to the top British performers 
in key markets (chart position in brackets) 

IRELAND SPAIN 

lûRTIST PROFILE: CHUMBAWAMBA^ 
Tlie top seven records in the Hot 100 are ail non-moversthis J week.withEllonJoIinenjoying 
numberonewithSomething About The WayYou Look Tonight/Candle In The Wind 

The first record to display 
Chumbawamba's TubLhumping, ^n-H hut carlly 

Only the most adventurous of gamblers would have wegered any money at the start of the year that Chumbawamba would land one ofthe biggest international hits of the year. Nine albums intotheircareer and the band couldn'tland a record deal in their native UK. Instead, events led them into the arms of EMI's Electrola label in Germany where the runaway 
1 

1 ™!™HE™DW,S°MT^ 1 m CANDIE IN THE WIND '97 
2 0) SPICEUP YOUR LIFE 2 Ai ANYS0DY SEEN MY BABY7 The Roiling Stones Virgin 

» 
""EzrD0N7W0RK EteI r-r^ co-o 

ooîd wïth alfjidrOeir USsinaltls Ba^re^^f^e Car performer ofTop lODmi adplay 

wëekf" '•2m C0P'AS|ën Jones 

NETHERLANDS 

The Roiling Stonas Virgin SdUICt: Srichrlng MogiTop ICO 

ITAEV 

; SpiceGirls 

SWEDEN 

CANADA 

t . . MBgWL MS 

CHUMBAWAMBA 
• Tubthumping eight on 

THE PEPSI CHART VIRGIN RADIO CHART 



R&B SINGLES DANCE SINGLES » Las. » Ws, Label Cal No. IDistribute) Ibis lasl Tille Artist Label Cat. No. (OistributoO 
IstAvenue/EMI CD;CDEM493(E| Si 1 :«<•: OLTRAFUNKOLA Armand Van t felden FfrrFX317(F) LLCoolJ DefJanVMarcury 5681171 (F| 2 en DONTGIVEOP MichelleWeeks Ministry Of Sound M0SJ2 213MV/SM) Diana King Columbia CD;6651472ISM) 3 1 ROCK THEFONKYBEAT NaturalBom Chillers EastWestEW138T(W) Tina Moore Delirious 74321511051 |BMG| 4 ca AS(UNTILTHEDAY) Knowledge ffrrFX312{F) : 5 HOW COULD AN ANGEL BREAK MYHEART To«iB,*wj,Ken«ïG LaFaceCD;74321531932(BMGI 5 133 PLEASORE DOME Soul II Soul Island 12IS669(F) 6 4 BEENAR0UND THE WORLD PuffDaddySi The Family 1 SI E 5 GABRIEL Roy Davis Jr featuring Peven Everetî XL Recofd:ngsXLT88 (W) 7 B MEN IN BLACK Will Smith Columbia CD;6648682ISM| 7 ca AINTNONEEDTOHIDE SandyB Champion CHAMP12 331 {3MV/BMG) 8 ça PLEASUREDOME Soul II Soul lsland12IS669|Fl 8 ca INEED A MIRACLE Coco Positiva 12TIV81 (E) 9 8 RAINCL0UD 

10 ca REIVIINDING(OFSEF) 
Lighthouse Family Wild Card/Polydor CD;5717932 IF) 9 4 SINGASONG ByronStingil^ ' Manifeste FESX 35 (F) 

11 .3 l'LLBEMISSING YOU PuffDadtfy&Faith Evans PuffOaddy/Ans.a7432149910IIBMG) 
10 El EPIDEMIC 
11 3 RIPGROOVE Double 99 Satellite 74321529321 (BMG) 

12 s SUNSHINE Jay-ZleatBabïface&FMy Bram. NonJiwestside 74321528701IBMG1 12 7 ALONDONTHING ingMC Styles C«rectedI2C0fffiECTl(TRÛW) 
13 7 IG0TS0MEB0DYELSE Changing Faces Adantic AT 0014T (W) 13 2 DIGITAL Goldie featuri ngKRSOne ffrrFX316(F) 
14 caWHY Coalition COLA 012T(W} 14 il IfllVl THE BLACK G0LD0F THE SUN Nuyorican Soul featuring Joceiyn Brown Tarônli)udTlX26(F) 
15 .4 NiGHT NURSE 15 10 SPILLERFR0M RIO (DOIT EASY) Laguna ly HoODie eatunngSn 
16 io 00HLALA Coolio 1 fommy Boy CDiTBCD 799IV/DISC) 16 9 PHENOMENON LLCoolJ DefJam/Mercufy 5681171 (F) 
17 il CRUSHONYOU Ul'Kim AtianticAT0002T(W) 17 8 THEMIGHTYHIGH Revival3000 Hi-Ufe/Polydor 5718091 |F) 
18 iz THEWAYIFEEL Roachford Columbia CD:6650142(SM) 18 6 BEACHBALL Nalin&Kane ffrrFX318(F) 
19 16 BIG BAD MAMMA FoxyBrown/DriiHill Def/Jam/Mercu^ 57497910 19 ca REMINDING(OFSEF) Common featuring Chantay Savage Relati\Tîy 6650766 (SM| 
20 15 SEXY CINDERELLA Lynden David Hall Cooltempo 12C00L328 (E) 20 ca BEAUTIFUL Groove Conb ol Extatique XTQTC1(TRC/W) 
21 19 FIX Blackstreet InterscopeCDdND 97521IBMG) 21 m BLACK MAGIC Diffusion AM:PM 682421KADD) 
22 22 MO MONEY MO PROBLEMS ïïeltedmisBlGfealaingPidDà 4J,Ste 22 ca WORDS Paul Van OykfealToniHaDiday M(s3a7i:50|lmpoitl 
23 20 4 SEAS0NS OF LONELINESS BoyzllMen Motown CO;8606992(F| 23 ca YAROCKIN Swoosh Back2 Basics B2B12 046 (SRD) 
24 23 YOU'RE THE ONE 1 LOVE Shola Ama Frea kstreet/WEA CD:WEA 121CD1 (W) 24 12 EVERYBODY NEEDS A 303 FatboySlim SkintSKINT31 (3MV/P) 
25 18 EMOTIONS China Black Wild Card/Polydor CD:5715332 (F) 25 ta CIRCLES AdamF Positiva 12FJ 002 (E) 
26 25 C U WHEN U GET THERE Coolio featuring 40 Thev; r TommyBoyCD:TBCD7e5|V/0ISCI 26 24 NEVERGONNALETYOUGO Tina Moore Delirious 74321511051 IBMG) 
27 17 CLAPYOURHANDS Lil Louis & The Party Go,BeatG0BX4(F) 27 23 HAPPINESS PepperMacl ie A2uliAZUU69|) 
28 26 MY FATHER'S SON Conner Rêeves Wildslar 12XWILD1 (W) 28 caWHY Sybil Coalition COLA 012T(W) 
29 24 H0NEY Manah Carey Columbia CD:6650t92|SM| 29 ca POPPIN'THATFLY 0raP-)'li':l!j ones Tommy Boy TBV 408 IV/DISC) 
30 133 POPPIN'THATFLY TommyBoyTBV408(V/DiSCI 30 en DAYATHINKI'MSEXY? N-Tr3nce 12GLOBE150(TRC/W) 
31 30 1BELIEVE1CAN FLY R Kelly Jjve JIVET415(P1 

DANCE ALBUMS 32 29 GUANTANAMERA Wyclef Jean And The RefugeeAllstars Columbia CD.'6650852(SM) 
33 21 LOVELY Kwesi Sony S2 6649736ISM) This Last Title Adis. label Cat. No. IDisiributoi) 
34 28 KISS AND TELL Brownstona Epie CO:6649852(SMI 1 a NEW FORMS _5cniSbiRî prazent Talkin Loud 5349331/5349334 (F) 
35 33 WHEN DOVES CRY 
3 6 36 THESWEETESTTHING 1he Réfugia Allstaisleat 

Epie CD: 6649242ISMI 2 VJSA FIRM 3 2 SPEED GARAGE ANTHEMS 4 m HARLEM WORLD ^o;s Global Télévision -/RADMC 78 |BMG) Arista 8612730171/8612730174 |BMG) 
37 31 WHO'S THE MACK! MarkMorrison WEA CD:W£A 128CD1 (W) 5 m CODE OF THE STREETS 6 i BONKERS 3 -HF Trouble On Vinyl TOVLP 01/- (SRD) React-ZREACTMC 1151V) 38 34 WEJUSTWANNAPARTY WITH YOU 
5Q M NnTTnMIRHT 

SnoopDoggyDoggfeat uringJD ColumbiaCD.6649902ISM) 7 5 POSTCARDS FROM HEAVEN 8 3 PHENOMENON LLCoolJ amily Wild Card/Polydor (F) 
40 O SPACECOWBOY 8 WHEN DISASTER STRIKES Busta Rhymes Elektra 7559620641/7553621544 (W) 

miro weekly ic mdustry compomon ) 
Who's releasing what and when? 
Who will make the charts? Who's going on tour? 
miro weekly has the answers. 
Our weekly guide includes the following exclusive services: 
• the onty long range singles and albums release listings in the UK 
• an essentiel upfronf guide ta future chart-bound singles and albums 
• détails of ail new tours, one-off shows and festivals with full contact information 
• in-depth information on every new Top 75 single and album charf entry 
. our exclusive international hit round-up plus the UK's only cumulative Top 75 singles and albums index for '97 
if you would like to find out how indispensable Miro Weekly could become to your working week, call Richard Coles or Anna Spernî on 0171 921 5906/5957 - or fax us on 0171 921 5910. 
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MUSIC VIDEO 

SPICE GIRLS:Spice-ORicial Video Volume 1 PETER ANDRBive UVE AT STIRUNG CASTLE MICHAEL FlATUEYiord Of The Dance THE GRAPE TAPES MANIC STREET PREACHERS:EvefYthing Uve UVE CAST RECORDINGles Misérables In Conce BACKSTREET B0YS:Uve In Concert BIU.WHELAN; Riverdance-The Show ORIGINAL CAST RECORDlNG:Summer Holiday MICHAEL JACKSONiHistoiy On Flm - Volume II BILL WHELAN:Riverdance-New Show 

Video Collection VC4135 Virgin V1D2845 WL 6330843 Virgin VID2834 PolyGram Video 05501033 RunrigPoîyGram Video (F) 

OASlS:...Thcre & Then BACKSTREET BOYS:Backslreet Boys MICHAEL BALLThe Musicals...& More 
SPICE GIRLS;Spice Power (unaulhorised) THE BEAUTIFUL SOUTH.Much Later With... PET SHOP B0YS;Somewhere ORIGINAL CAST:BuddyBuddy Holly Story 

SMV 2007022 1 JiveZV020 2 BM6 Video 74321460243 3 amer Music Vision 7599384769 4 Visual VSL0176 E Pearson New EnlPNV1202 6 Game Entertainment GEG201 7 Video Collection VC6556 î WL 431843 S FLEE7WOOD MACJhe Danc 

" STARWARS-TRILOGY Fox Video 6W7W SPACEJAM Wamer Home Video W14372 vwETHîPMKSHOsrsmKDADwmœ mvmtwm OUVER & COMPANY Wall Disney D240302 THEBIACKCAULDRON Walt Disney 0216402 1 CASPER - A SPIRITED BEGINNING fox Video 41225 1 BOTTOM UVE 3 - HOOUGAN'S ISLAND VVL0553463 101DAIWATIONS WaltDisneyD6104l4 TEIEIUBBIES ■ DANCE WITRTRETELrnjBBlES 8BCB6CVE29J TEIEÏÏJBBIES - HEREC0METHE TELETUBBIES B8C88CV6186 
JhieZœi VCIVC6494 Video Collection VC4134 SMV Epie 501382 

BSMDEPEIMDEIMT SINGLES 
1 AS LONG AS YOU LOVE ME ESI TELLIN' STORIES 133 STEPINTOMY WORLD 

133 EVERYBODY LOVES A 303 

BURNING WHEEL SAMBA DE JANEIRO FUCK THE MILLENIUM 3..6..9 SECONDS OFLIGHT 

Propellerheads AphexTwin Force» Styles FtJunii 

sonNewEniPNV1209 AvidAVID004 fienerworldVVNR2071 AvidAVIDOOG SMV Epie 501232 
12 15 ORIGINAL CASTRECOROINGileathcliff 1302 ERASER Warr 1402 FEVERPITCH 15 12 THE HUNCHBACK0F NOTRE DAME 

VrieoCo08ctionVC413S 

INDEPENDENT ALBUMS 
Jive JIVECD434 (P) I Banquet BBQ318CD(V/Disc) Création CRESCD276(3MV/V) Mute CDBONG28 (V/Disc) Skint SKINT31CD (3MV/P) eclious/INFECTBOCD (V/Disc) 

BACKSTREETS BACK Backs FAR FROM THE MADDENING CROWDS Chicai DEATH TO THE PIXIES Pixies SCI-FILULLABIES Suede (WHATS THE STORY) MORNING... Oasis 
reation CRESCD278 (3MV/V) Concrète HARD29CD (BMG) mmy Boy TBCD799 (V/DISC) reation/CRESCD272 (V/Disc) 

LOVE IS FOR EVER 

SCIENCE OF THE GODS Matador OLE2892(V) Echo ECSCD44 (V) stinctive DISNCD36 (P) Of Sound WALLT034(V) Warp WAP94CD (V) Diverse VERSE1 CD (P) 

Création CRECD219 (3MV/V) Jive CHIP186(P) Xtravaganza 0093172EXT (P) 4AD DAD7011CD (V/Disc) Nude NUDE9CD (3MV/V) Création CRECD189 (3MV/V) One little lndianTPLP71CD{P) rs Banquet BBQCD190 (V/DISC) 
Echo ECHCD19 (V) V2VVR1000432 (3MV/P) Echo/ECHCD16 (V) Création CRECD 169 (3MV/V) Planet Dog/BARKCD029 (p) One Little lndianTPLP85CD(P) 

DEATH TO THE PIXIES-DELUXE.. 
Nude NUDE 6CD (3MV/V) 

4AD DADD7011CD (V/Disc) 

CLASSICAL SPECIALIST 
PAUL McCARTNEY'S STANDING STONE LSO/Fosli 

me Edna/Mel SO/Landibery lies 75605513082 (CON) NAXOS 8554170 (S) Decca 4555132 (F) 
eacevillo VILE 034CD (V) Classics CDC5564872 (E) Erato 0630146342 (W) 

Erato 0630190652 (W) 

VIVALDI/FOUR SEASONS GREAT ORGAN CLASSICS William McVi ESSENTIALBRITISHLIGHT MUSIC... BBCCo/Hanley Cla 
MOZART/CIARINET.OBOE& FLUTE... Soloisls/Britlen Sinf/Cleobury Cla 

isa-Mae EMI Classics CDC 5553952 (E) s Quarlet Nonesuch 7559794572 (W) Collège Choir/Cleobury EMI Classics CDC5564392 (E) Kennedy ' EMI Classics CDC7495572 (E) 

CLASSICAL CROSSOVER 
THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION DIANA PRINCESS OF WALES1961-1997 THE SOPRANO S GREATEST HITS OIES IRAE - THE ESSENTIAL CHORAL.. COMPLETE SERENITY THE BEST CLASSICAL ALBUM... 100 POPULAR CLASSICS SONGS OF SANCTUARY THE BEST OPERA ALBUM... SILÊNCIUM - SONGS OFTHE SPIRIT 

irammophon 4570712 (F) sics 75605513092 (BMG) EMI CDEMTVD 95 (E) lions MBSCD517 (BMG) VentureCDVE925|E) 
Argo 4582702 (F) ©CIN 

THE ENGLISH PATIENT SH1NE-OST THE ULTIMATE CLASSICAL COLLECTION CLASSIC HITS THE PIANO - OST PURE CLASSICAL MOODS - TRANQUILLITY 

Decca 4482952 (F) lasslc FM CFMCD15 (BMG) Decca 4582702 (F) Venture CDVE 932 (E) Fantasy FCD16001 (CRC/P) Philips 4547102 (F) EMI CDTESBOX007 (E) Erato 0630167402 (W) Venture CDVEX919(E) :(£) 

ROCK BUDGET 
NIMROD REMASTERS TRAGIC KINGDOM STOOSH EXPERIENCE HENDRIX-THE BEST 
THE COLOUB AND THE SHAPE DESTINATION ANYWHERE SERPENTS OFUCHT NEVERMIND 

no Utile lndiTPLP85CD|P| Tolstar TV nVCD2930 (W) Sony S2 4869402 (SM) Roswcll CDEST295 (El Mercury S3E0112 |F) Roadrunncr RR88112 (P) DGCDGCD 24425IBMG) 

FUN WITH THE TELETUBBIES PERFECT DAY PROKOFIEV/PETER Si THE WOLF PLAYS OASIS 14 GREATEST HITS 
ATTITUDE INTOTHE BLUE-SAMPLER THE BEST OF NEW COUNTRY LINE DANCE THE BEST OF 

Cas! Recordinj Lou Reed Camden 74! Dame Edna/Mel SO/Lanctibeiy NAXOS 8554170 (S) Royal Philharmonie Orchestra EMI Gold MCCD320 |E| Hot Chocolaté EMI Gold CDGOLD1064 |E) Andy Williams Columbia 4810372ISMI 
Various Anisls Bluo Note BLUESCD997 (El Various Arlisls Hallmork 305332 (CHE| Tho Marnas & The Papas MCA MCBD13519 (BMG) 
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What started out as a 
joke fusion of folk 
reels with a hip hop 
backing has 
developed into a 
winning formula 
Rykodisc can scarcely believe its luck 
With its new star-in-waiting Martyn Bennett. ——ically-trained vio- 

martyn bennett: 

the first hip hop 
p ^ - c . ;v"! 

v [©□[©©[? 

otf dunng 

l't want Martyn to be clas- 

olubs and fringe DJs, while plans are in hand for a UK tour early next year. He 
Borderline on October 21, Bennett him- self regrets the topless pictures that cir- culated in the Scottish press ("I took my ecause I felt hot, that was ail") and is reticent about the prédictions of famé and glory coming his way. "It's 

Nevertheless, Bennett is in the process of putting together a band to pursue the pioneering folk-club fusion whioh started accidentally when he was busking in Edinburgh, when as a joke he'd started playing folk dance reels over house and 
adapted a sériés of Robbie Bums songs in trip hop and drum & bass styles, received a standing ovation at this year's T In The Park Festival, perfomned for tele- 

Clearly enormous strides have been made since his low-key self-tltled début on the small Scottish indie label Eclectic a year ago. Colin Irwin 
AIMAM LEAD HMV A DANCE 

Anam Ipictured) can now claim to have shared top bjlling with Pulp, Tony Bennett, Finley Quaye and Sir Paul McCartney. The young Celtic band were among the stars making personal 
HlMV's I rd Streel w officially the largest record store in Europe. The four-piece band, whose 
released last spring to great acclaim il the Japan, Taiwan and Australia useï the lunchtime show to launch thei latest UK tour before going inti 

Edinburgh's Millenium Studios in December to record a new album with Prefab Sprout and Wet Wet Wef producer Callum Malcolm. 

latin makes the 

world go round 
While most serious music observera may King, featuring 27 front-line cuts. A free dismiss Spice Girls' sudden discovery of copy of the Tumi Music catalogue will be salsa on their Spice Dp Your Life single issued with each sampler and distribu- as bare-faced pop plundering with no tors Sterns and Discovery report over- cultural significanoe, the Latino industry whelming pre-release demand for the believes the record has deeper compilation, which inoludes Andean ramifications. pan-pipe music, salsa specialists Fredy Latin music dance clubs are a growth Sierra and Roberto Pla, and leading con- ities throughout the UK temporary figures like Candldo Fabré, nore clubs spe- Orquesta América, and Papi Oviedo 

THE ULTIMATE FOLK RELEASE? 
retait this m< Anthology Of American Folk Music is a collection of recordings which is wideiy regarded as the catalyst that inspired the American folk song boom of the early Sixties. Bob Dylan, Jerry Garcia and John Fahey are among the names who have credited the anthology - assembled in 1952 by legendary eccentric Harry Smith from his own private collection of 78s - as inspiration 

folk and blues music. Charley Patton, Clarence Ashley, Blind Lemon Jefferson, Sleepy John Estes, the Carter Family, Memphis Jug Band, Uncle Dave Maçon, Alabama Sacred Harp Singers and 
featured on the 84 tracks of the anthology, which has only been available on six 12-inch LPs. Few copies were sold when Folkways initially 

"We put out a 16-track sampler month ago and that has stimulater of interest, including from peopli radio," says Koch promotions managt 
ARTIST: Various PROJECT: 84-track boxed set COMPILER: Harry Smith LABEL; Smithsonian Folkways/Koch FP 251/2/3 EXEC PRODUCER: Anthony Seeger RELEASED: Nov 3 

when Tumi - t Bath-based labe pioneered the UK r of Latin American music y B 8SR{|jt Girls' single. If that's not tak- aMT ing it into the mainstream, 1 
I v: Colin Irwin 
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ASHLEY HUTCHINGS; The Guv'nor (HTD BOX1). Dut now. Lavish four-CD collection featuring material from Hutchings' various incarnations with the Ethnie Shuffle Orchestra, Fairport Convention, Steeleye Span, Etchlngham Steam Band and multiple versions of the Albion Band. It includes rare and previously unreleased material and cornes in an impressive présentation wallet with accompanying booklet. VARIOUS ARTISTS: Indigenous Tribes (iona IRCD054). Out now. The tribes are Scottish and include Rock, Sait & Mails, 

STOCK 

taking 
Colin Irwin reviews upcoming releases 

alnca 

mambazo 

now. Brilliant and unusual crossover 
System, blending his ancient sean-nos singing style with intriguing mystical and multi-oultural styles, VARIOUS ARTISTS; Jive Nation (Earthworks STEW 34CD). Out now. Volume 5 of the Indestructible Beat Of Sowelo sériés, featuring Soul Brothers, Mahlathini, Johnny Clegg, Phuzekemisi, Mahhubela and Colenso Abafana 
SOUL BROTHERS: Born To Jive (Earthworks STEW 33CD). Out now. South Atrica's Mbaqanga supergroup, with material including the group's Andy Kershaw session for the BBC. AFRICANDO: Gombo Salsa (Sterns STCD 1071). Out now. Senegalese music blended with Latin styles, and guest appearances by Tabu Ley Rochereau, Sékouba Bambino Diabate, Rudy Calzado and Roger Eugene. TANTEEKA: A New Tradition (Osmosys OSMO CD013). Out now. A classy mix of English traditional music and modem songs from a new young band fronted by ex-Old Swan Bandit Jo Freya. VARIOUS ARTISTS; Breaking The Barriers Of World Music (CMP 

CD2101). Out now. Volume 2 of the story of CMP, a German-based label founded 10 years ago by Kurt Renker. Music from Java, Turkey, India, Bail and Gambia is included on this double CD. SUZZY ROCHE; Holy Smokes (Red House RHRCD 104). Out now. First solo album by the youngest member of the zany American Roche sisters. JOAN BAEZ; Gone From Danger (Grapevine GRACD 223). Out now. Impressive return to form by Baez, now turning her attention to young contemporary writers like Sinead Lohan, Richard Shindell and Dar Williams, produced by Wally Wilson and Kenny Greenberg. VARIOUS ARTISTS: American Warriors - Songs for Indian Vétérans (Rykodisc RCD 10370). Out now. Anthology of recordings of songs inspired by Indian battles. SIN É: It's About Time (Rhiannon RHYD 5006). Out now. Follow-up to Sin É's highly-rated début - Rhiannon's most commercially successful release to date, Bullt around brilliant piper and Celtic demi-god Steâfân Hannigan, it mixes 
arrangements. It also features Riverdance fiddler Teresa Heanue. DOLORES KEANE: The Best Of 

Ireland's finest. It includes her version of The Beatles1 Let It Be from her days with De Danann, a cover of Lili Marlene, Dougie McLean's Caledonla and Paul Brady's The Island. JANIS IAN: Hunger (Grapevine GRACD 233). Out now. Nearly 30 years after her controversial emergence as outspoken child prodigy, lan tours the UK through November on a triple header with Dar Williams and Martyn Joseph in support 

RADIO TARIFA; Temporal (World Circuit 048). Out now. Follow-up to last year's highly-rated début Rumba Argelina, it mixes Andaluslan traditional sounds with modem styles. SIERRA MAESTRA; Tibiri Tabara (World Circuit 051). Out now. Second World Circuit release from the Cuban band, covering various styles including septeto, guajira, descarga, boléro and rumba. LADYSMITH BLACK MAMBAZO; Spirit Of South Africa (Nascente - — -■). out now. A best of 

Concord-Picante catalogue, including Tito Puente, Tania Maria, Poncho Sanchez, Cal Tjader, Mongo Santamaria and Ray Barretto. MAHMOUD AHMED: Soul Of Addis (Earthworks STEW 35CD). Out now. Mahmoud's rich vocals illustrated well by the colourful Ethiopian rhythms. MINI ALL STARS: Fanatiques Compas (Earthworks STEW 36CD). Out now. Célébration of the music of Nemours Jean-Baptiste, originator of Haitian 

attention singing on Paul Simon's 
PAPI OVIEDO: Encuentro Entre Soneros (Tumi CD070). Out now. Traditional son from Cuba from the man widely regarded as the world's greatest 
VARIOUS ARTISTS; Taster (Park PRKCD37). Nov 10. A 15-track sampler from the Park label, including traoks from Steeleye Span, Maddy Prior, Pentangle, Wild Willy Barrett, Davey Arthur and The Guitar Orchestra. HUW WARREN: A Barrel Organ Far From Home (Babel BDV 9718). Nov 10. Rare solo album by the 
Tabor musical director and jazz 

StâÈ 
escalatf ibr to world success, 
and are well ùp to the task." 

Scotland on Sunday 
Following theiT critically acclàimed album "First Footing", here are six tKings, everyone in the music industry should know about 
* 25 date UKheadline tour throughout November and December. * free-to-enter in-store postcard compétition to win JVC hardware, in conjonction with Living Tradition Magazine and Direct Distribution. * open to ail UK retailers by requesting the cards through Direct on the number below. * tours and festival appearances across five continents are already booked for '98. * new album produced by Calum Malcolm (of Wet Wet Wet, Simple Minds and Prefab Sprout famé) scheduled for release in the Spring. * Anam are about to break their unique blend of traditional and contemporary influences Worldwide! 

FIRST FOOTING 
(CD 1VC 9011-2 / MC JVC 9011-4) 

^DIRECT ^ 01 5 T RIB U11 0 M 
ail JVC Global and JVC Jazz releases are now distributed in 

the UK by Direct. Order now on 0171 281 3465 THELIVIN 1 
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VARIOUS ARTISTS; Serenada (Nascente NSCD020). Nov 10. Romantic fado guitar and vocal music from Portugal, featuring Antônio Portugal, Antonio Bernadino and José 
FERGIE MacDONALD; The 21 st Album (Greentrax CDTRAX129). Nov 10. First release for several years by the highly- 
SKYEDANCE: Way Out To Hope Street (Culburnie CUL111D). Nov 10. Alasdair Fraser, Eric Rigier, Chris Norman, Paul Machlis, Mick Linden and Peter Maund combine pipes, fiddle, flûte, keyboard and guitar with a new approaoh to Celtic music, following on from Fraser's Dawn Dance album. NUSRAT FATEH ALI KHAN & MICHAEL BROOK (Real World CDRW68). Nov 10. Sélection of re-mixes from an important collaboration that will now stand as a tribute to the great Nusrat who died recently. SOWETO STRING BAND: Renaissance (RCA 74321 46271 2). Nov 10, Mixture of world and classical music, following up the band's sucoessful Zébra Crossing album. Singer Vusi Mahlasela guests and tracks include Wimoweh. panion (Appleseed APR 10. Released in the UK 

LOUDON WAINWRIGHT:   (Virgin CDV2844). Nov 10. The 16th album from lovable Loudon, as quirkily th Shawn Colvin on funny as ever, v 
ROY HARPER: Return Of The Sophisticated Beggar (Mooncrest CREST CD027). Nov 17. Reissue of the album that first brought Harper to our attention in 1956. JEAN RITCH1E: Carols For Ail Seasons (Tradition TCD1058). Nov 17. One of the main stalwarts of the American folk 

Brazilian music and now delights in mixing world with modem dance rhythms. TSHALA MUANA; Mutuashi (Sterns STCD 1069). Nov 17. The "queen of Mutuashi" explores the links between Afro-Caribbean music and her own Zairean folk music. CHRISTY MOORE; Collection (Grapevine GRACD 234). Nov 17. Second compilation of material from the elder statesman of Celtic rock's last seven albums. Inoludes a previousiy unreleased live version of his Rose Of Tralee stage favourite and a mixture of 

IAN CAMPBELL FOLK GROUP: Something To Sing About (Wooded Hi HILLCD 21). Nov 17. Reissue of a 1972 album featuring the classic Campbells line-up and stirring material like The Testimony Of Patience Kershaw and The 

w ballads, Kings Of Afrioan colleotior varies from hi-tech dance inoluding Angélique Kidjo, Queens, Mbilia Bel, Miriam Makeba, Tarika, Tsahala Muana, Soukous Stars, Oumou Sangare and Nayanka Bell. ALY BAIN & PHIL CUNNINGHAM: The Ruby (Whirlie CD5). Nov 10. Alliance between two of Scotland's greatest musicians - Boys Of The Lough and Shetland fiddler Bain and the former Silly Wizard aooordionist. MARTIN SIMPSON: Cool And Unusual (Red House RHR CD110). Nov 17. Purely instrumental collection by the outstanding English guilarist, who also plays banjo and siide. OSSIAN: The Carrying Stream (Greentrax CDTRAX127). Nov 17. Reunion of one of bands, 21 years after their original formation in Glasgow. DOUGIE MacLEAN; Riof (Dunkeld 

EILEEN IVERS: So Far (Green Linnet GLCD 1185). Nov 17. Compilation covering 15 years in the career of the brilliant irish fiddler player from Brooklyn, whose career took a quantum leap after her appearances in Riverdance. SIMON & GARFUNKEL: Old Friends (Sony C3K/C3T). Nov 24. Triple CD boxed set includes ail the hits, plus 15 previousiy unreleased tracks, démos, 
CATHY BONNER: Same Blood (Rideout RDEPR100). Nov 24. Début release by new Irish singer-songwriter, ERIC BIBB: Me To You (Code Blue 3984 20444 2). Nov 24. The new god of acoustic American folk blues with an outstanding new collection produced by Mike Vernon. BOBBY RODRIGUEZ: A Jazz Latin Christmas (JVC 9027-2). Nov 24. î Hispanic 
album with a différence. VARIOUS ARTISTS: Big Noise 2 (Hannibal HNCD1 400). Nov 24. Second 30 Inn compilation mixing South 

aal, Timulada and Jesùs 
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National & Régional Radio & TV Promotion 

Eden Blackman 
Alex Crass 

01713006600 

Thanks to the SizeNlNE ff 
team for ail their hard wlrk 

at national and régional radio 
and TV throughout the year 

and especially for Sash! 
"Encore une fois" 

"Ecuador" 
& "Stay" 

1.3 million sales and rising 
From your friends at Multiply. 

SASH! 

COÏŒZHSy 

NATIONAL RADIO & TV PROMOTION REGIONAL RADIO & TV PROMOTION 

'We 
cLaru. i"t ! 

WeU- Çristi\ 

Bi'tj/t'fë 

... 
Puff Daddy & Faith Evans (featuring 112) 

l'Il Be Missing Vou 

Congratulations to Charley Byrnes and Jo Bongiovanni at §'//■ 'NINE for a fantastic régional campaign: 3000 plays at ILR in 2 weeks! 
1.4 million units sold New single & album out now 

Thankyou from Arista 

HSi 



how pluggers tune in for the top 

STRIKE RATE 
Steve Hemsley reports 
on the third quartier 
Airplay Top 25 - a 
period when the Diana 
factor meant pluggers 
had to rethink their 
strategy 
One by-product of the overall slide in radio listening in the third quarter according to Rajar figures was the effect 

TOP 25 AIRPLAY HITS: THIRD QUARTER 

I 

«wZ m The Size Nine Team 



Things had started to 
look grim for TV music 
but, as Catherine Eade 
reports, there are now 
plenty of opportunities 
for pluggers to find a 
TV slot for their act 
Music on TV has taken a few knocks over recent years. The dropping of The White Room and the shunting of Top Of The Pops to Fridays may have caused dlsmay in the Industty, but many TV pluggers believe the ourrent climate is a favourable one. Children's shows such as the O-Zone, Live & Kicking, Trioky and even Blue Peter, whloh recently featured boyband 911, regularly satisfy a hungry audience of teens and younger children hoping to see the latest pop sensations. The National Lottery Show is always on the lookout for new acts for Its twlce-weekly programme, which regularly pulls in 10m plus viewers (see breakout). And, in the run up to Christmas, the opportunity for plaoing new bands on terrestrial TV increases noticeably. Robert Lemon, director of plugging 

better late than 

NEVER 

there are around 90 TV shows which plug- gers can target. "It's a very healthy cli- mate out there. You've just got to find the right shows to break a band," he says. There are certainly openlngs for new acts on TV but, says WEA spécial pro- jects TV manager Sue Winter, it Is often easier to get a video aired than find a slot where a band can actually perform live. 
place for acts to play live, but that's only 12 programmes a year," she says. But she does cite Channel Four programmes such as Control Freaks and Rock Mania as useful, if short, slots for bands. 'The producers for The Big Breakfast, Live & Kicking and The Ozone are pretty open and TFI Friday is always a good show to get, because once Chris Evans 

m 

911: getting a break on TV's Blue Peter 

swact Live & K 

RHYTHM REPUBLIC: 
UPFRONT CLUB/RADIO/PRESS 

PROMOTIONS 
INTRO SPECIALIST MEDIA: 

SPECIALIST RADIO/CLUB/PRESS 
NATIONAL RADIO PROMOTIONS 

POP & PLUG: 
POP/COMMERCIAL 

MAINSTREAM CLUB TUNES 
CONTACT: SCOTT CHESTER/SUZANNE MOORE/NIGEL WILTON 

NATIONAL & REGIONAL TV 
JEEF CHEGWIN 

(HEAD OF TV, NATIONAL & REGIONAL PROMOTIONS) 
REGIONAL RADIO: 

JACQUI WRIGHT 
RHYTHM 

BUILDING THE FUTURE 
TEL: 0171-734 6120 FAX: 0171 734 7765 

LOTTERY IS PLUGGERS' 
LUCKY NUMBER 

rub their hands in glee at piacing 
regularly pulls in more than 10m viewers? A slot on the National Lottery Show will top many a plugger's wish-list this Christmas 

Billy Jo welcomed by the show's executive producer Peter Estai). Throe years ago when the National Lottery Show began featuring act» regularly in its primetime weekend slot, pluggers were quick to see its p RCA's Robson & Jerome i 

show. Back \ marketing direi Cowell, who was 
Show as a crucial part of a promotional campaign. Now, with two slots every woak at peak TV viawing time, the Lottery 
chance to hit the mainstream. Ail Saints, Universal, Az n Star ar 

subsaquantly had Top 20 
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frontline 
/gÉHlNDTHE COUNTER 

SCOTT EVANS, HMV, Merryhill, Dudley 
«Ifs been a brilliant week due te the fact that ifs the school half-term 
and the shop has been packed eut. Although ifs in its third week the Aqua single is still outselling the Spice Girls and we were slightlv caught out by the strength of demand for Natalie Imbruglia. We've now 
re-ordered quite heavily on it. On the albums front there hasn't been anylhing really massive and The Verve is our top seller for the fifth week. The flood of seasonal compilations has starled and currently we're doing well with Ail Time Greatest Love Songs II and Now Dance 97, Best Indie Anthems is also steaming out which is quite surprising as we are very much a mainstream, commercial store. In our video department we've only just managed to lay our hands on new stock for Star Wars and it is selling as fast as we rack it. We have a lot of passing trade as we're in a tourist centre here and we're expecfing the Spice Girls and Teletubbies to rule for Christmas." 

ON THE ROAD 
STEVE NICHOLLS, BMG rep for North East "Natalie Imbruglia is absolutely flying out the door. l'm expecting top five with that, hopefully top three and maybe a shot a number one next week because we didn't have a massive pre-sale on it, The single seems to be attracting the Meredith Brooks market and she's certainly being portrayed as more crédible than a typical soap star. Elsewhere it seems to be Peter André and the Embrace single which is doing very well and is probably looking top five. The Michelle Weeks single is doing well, mainly through the HMVs, and I expect that will go top 15. We've got a new Toni Braxton single which hopefully will help saies of the album plus singles from North & South and Olive. The new Puff Daddy single is dying off a little bit, while the Dolly Parton album, The Ultimate Collection, is a little slow at the moment. The Global releases Huge Hits and Heartbeat are set to go on through November, while next week we're hoping for a Top 10 hit with the Gary Barlow single." 

THESHOPS TH1SWEEK 
NEW RELEASES I it an unexciting week for new albums although John Lennon and Daniel O'Donnell soldwell totheir respective niche markets. Compilations business picked up snme of the slackwith AH Time Greatest Rock Songs II, Huge Hits, Nightfever and Ready Steady Gel faring weli. In singles departments Natalie Imbruglia and Embrace ran neck am i neck, followed by Coco, Echobelly, BeeGeesandBeck. 

KSHMV 

PRE-RELEASE ENQUIRIES 

Single - Moby; Windows - two CDs or three cassettes for £22, In-store - Cast, Texas, PF Project, 187 Lockdown, Faithless, Jon Bon Jovi, Gina G, Ministry Of Sound: Annual III, Jay-2; Press ads - Shirehorses, Dust Junkys, Addict, Beach Boys, Blaxploitation 
Singles - Moby, UB40, Celine Dion and Barbra Streisand; Windows- Spice Girls, Enya, Cream Anthems 97, three CDs for £20; In-store - Spice Girls, Enya, ûueen, Cream Anthems 97, Greatest Hits Of 97, Colours, Cast 
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mixedBLESSlNGS 
The phénoménal success of Elton John's tribute to Princess Diana created a race against time for 

PolyGram. Sue Sillitoe asks retailers how they felt distribution kept pace with the demand 



share 

SHAKEDOWN 
VVhat effect did Candie 97 and five strong albums 
from Création bave on the third quarter shares? Some may claim that the Pendent album distributor to register anv extraordmary circumstances kind of increase at ail in the oeri d Ail th surrounding the release of others sutfered dips in fortune varvnn Candie In The Wlnd 97 has from fourth-plaoed EUK's 8% decrease skewed the marketshare fig- to Diso's 60% slip, uresforthethirdquarterof 1997 and that in the singles sector however therefore PolyGram's 29% of the singles Pinnacle continued to reig'n suprême' market, almosf double the score of near- although the gap between it and ' est competitor EMI, is an unreal figure. frnm tho otox   O'jt independent distrib ' to the effect 

third quarter distribution 
MARKET SHARE 

major distributed singles 

" n p i 

m: 
Backstreet Boys' 

^me Gombined weight of these releas- independent distributors in the overall 

Trainspotting is the best British film of the decade 

Wà 
m 

s - i I - + + + + 

only place for home entertainment distribution 
Dedicated label management. 
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New release information can be faxed to Simon Ward on 0171-9 
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CLASSIFIED 
0-00 per sii,gie column rs* Business to Business: £ 18.00 per single column centimètre l——1 CD 

CanccUation Deadline: .. n, Wednesday 10 a.m.^before ^ 
Situations Wanted: £12.00 per single column centimètre ___ Box Numbcrs: £12.00 extra Published weckly each Monday, daled following Saturday Cob\ Date: Advertisemcnts may be placed until Thursday '-2-J—3 

    Wayne Manning imcnt 1 r 1 Msfi SfuieTaO ffifrwood Street, Ixrndon SE18 6QH ttrUlilié Tel: 0181 316 3015 12 Noon for publication Monday espace permitung). WE ACCEPT MOST Au'feox Number Replies to Addross above AH rates subject to standard VAX MAJ0R CREDIT CARDS 

APPOINTMENTS 

PNE is a publisher of exciting pop culture products at the cutting edges of technological advances in entertainment média. 
We are currently working with Ben Elton, Harry Hill, Frank Skinner, 
David Baddiel, Victoria Wood, Fantasy Football, Officiai F.A. and The 
Beautiful South - in fact the very best in comedy, sport and top 
selling m 

An exciting opportunity has arisen for a qualified minimum of two years experience in high profile fast moving enter- tainment products. Reporting directly to the Managing Director, the rôle will require supporting a small team with financial data and analysis including budgeting, forecasting and variance analysis through to balance sheet and cash flow level. 
Commercial negotiation skills and an understanding of A&R, mar- keting and sales Systems are essential. The idéal candidate will be highly numerate with financial modelling skills, first class inter- personal skills, drive and ambition and we will pay the right candi- date a package commensurate to these skills. 

Sales Manager 
Circa £45k + Car + Benefits 
The DOCdata group keeps on expanding. With sites already in America, France, Germany and Holland the recently acquired UK site in Battersea provides this CD manufacturing company with a UK plant and a Cassette duplicating division. The expansion and investment doesn't stop there. A continuous programme of investment in lechnol- ogy and training will enable us to provide our clients with the highest quality Cds, CD-ROM and Cassettes as well as a total turnkey service to continue our expansion in this demanding and exacting industry. We now seek a dynamic individual to join our Sales team at this excit- ing and challenging time. With your advanced sales techniques, your responsibilities will include regular client contact to maintain and devel- op existing accounts and to identify and maximise new business oppor- tunities. With at least three years experience in a client focused rôle, you will need to be a well presented, polished Communicator with excel- lent negotiation skills and the ability to produce results in this demand- ing environment. Experience in the music or entertainment industry would be advanta- geous however a strong will to succeed is the essential factor which will provide a unique platform for your career development and rewards that are only limited by your ability and imagination. If you are eager for a new exciting career and believe you can make a key contribution to the Company, please send your CV to: Linda Marriott, Personnel Manager DOCdata (UK) Limited 250 York Road Battersea London swn ssj. DOCdata [—mmm 

musk week 

Permanent and ' Temporary Personnel 
Berwick Street Recording Studios in W.1 require a professional, outgoing and dedicated Studio Manager. Previous Knowledge of studio marketing essential. 

tune 

h ci n rl 1 a Ilvlusic Training/Career Development AXCLl L VAX Cy ■ Taleapositivestep...call Global on 0171 583 0236 Handle Recruitmenl 0171 935 3585 ■ MUSIC MARKETING 1 

Contact Wayne to place you»* classified ad Phone 0181-316 3015 Fax 0181-316 3115 Royalty Calculations. Management Negotiation Sk 

"lerseyside Music Development Agency (MMDA) king to appoint a dynamic team of people to stratégie development of the Merseyside Music Sector. 
Director m& 

S? Salar-y circa £25k pa 9 26 months (initially) ^i,a^ 
Would you like the opportunity of being the key person in a unique, well-resourced agencyf You will 
> execute the stratégie plans of the MMDA leadii into the Millennium > attract inward investment to innovative Merseyside based programmes and music 

manage the significant financial ri MMDA 
with, local, régional and 

If you feel that you have the ability and initiative to rise to this challenge, please téléphoné 01SI 707 1404. fax 0151 709 7102 between 9.30am and 12.30pm, Monday to Friday, or Write to: MMDA c/o 2a Franceys St. Liverpool L3 5YQ. 
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BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
in store security cases 

• maximum security for audio visual dîsplay 
• compatible with ail EAS alarm systems 
• accommodâtes ail important packaging formats 
• enhances the look and feel of the product 
• easy to use and fully guaranteed 

ARABESQUE DANCE DISTRIBUTION - ' '    ofDMD, 3 Lanka, ' " àsed, Pire, 
« 

GE BACK CATALOGUE ALWAYS IN STOCK 

1 

POSTING RECORDS, 
CD's, CASSETTES, DAT? 

Then use our 
PROTECTIVE ENVELOPES 
For ALL your packaging needs - call us NOWI! 
Contact Kristina on; 0181-341 7070 BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

REWARD 
CASH AVAILABLE 

THE MUSIC 
STOREFITTING SPECIAUSTS 

CHEAPO CHEAPO RECORDS LTD 53 Rupert Street, London W1 Tel: 0171-437 8272 ATTENTION ... ATTENTION 
Attention ail Publishers, Record Companies, Music Management and Artists etc 

I write lyrics and songs with real power and émotion about real life and real people 
Can you help me tell the world? 

Answerphone 01293 432388 

BLACKWING INTERNATIONAL DISPLAYS TEL-01480 414204 
RECORDING 

Oméga Music Norihwith 
THERECORDING W0RKSH0P Audio Post-production for Broadcast CARRIER BAGS 

^IRBORNE 

Silver Road, 0181 -746 2000 London W12 
'1 Dut in Lift's Chartwall and already my sales, especially 
comniiatînnQ have rocketed... I can't wait for Christmas!' compilations hâve roc 5^ Kibble, Skandalous Records, Hinekley 

PROVIDING IN-STORE SOLUTIONS TO THÊ MUSIC INDUSTRy 
MUSIC WEEK 8 November 1997 

Tel: 01296 615151 Fax: 01296 612865 e-maii: sales@lift-uk 



ADFOCUS 

CAMPAIGNS OFTHÊWEÊir 
ARTISTOF THE WEEK 

MiCHAEL BOLTON - AIL THAT MATTERS Record label; Columbia. Media agency/executive: DPA/Paul O'Grady. Marketing manager: Jo Headland. Creative concept; In-house Columbia is backing Michael Bolton's album Ail That Matters - due out next week - with TV ads on Channel Four, ITV, cable and satellite channels which will link into retailer advertising. There will be radio ads on ILRs including Capital and national press ads. The campaign also features nationwide posters and extensive in-store and window support from multiples including Our Price, Virgin, WH Smith, Tesco, Woolworths, MVC, Boots, Asda, Menzies and Sainsburys. 

COMPILATION OF THE WEEK 
THE NO. 1 DANCE PARTY ALBUM Record label: PolyGram TV. Media agency/ executive; The Media Business/Tina Digby. Product manager: Stan Roche. Creative concept: In-house With Christmas so close, PolyGram TV is using heavyweight national TV advertising on Channel Four and satellite stations plus régional ITV advertising to promote its No. 1 Dance Party Album - a compilation of classic party hits due to be released next week. There will also be national radio advertising, a press campaign including The Sun and Mirroranà posters on London Underground sites. In-store displays will run with key retailers. 

MICHAEL BOLTON AH That Matters (Columbia) TONIBRAXTON Secrets (Arista) PHIL CAMPBELL Fresh New Lile (EMI) ELV1S Always On My Mind (BMG Conifer) ENYA Paint The Sky With Stars (WEA) POSTER & ALLEN Best Friends (Telstar TV) JANISIAN Hunger (Grapevine) MORGAN HERITAGE One Calling (Greonsleeves) DOLLY PARTON The Ultimate Collection (BMG Conifer) QUEEN Rocks (Parlophona) SPEAR OF DESTINY Religion (Eastworld/PHD) SPICEGIRLSSpiceworld (Virgin) BARBRA STREISAND Higher Ground (Columbia) VARIOUS Absolutely Hectic (Massive Music) VARIOUS Blaxploitation 3 (Global TV) VARIOUS King Of The Beats (Team) VARIOUS The Mobo Album (warner.esp) VARIOUS Hits Zone 97 - Best 01 (PolyGram TV) VARIOUS The No. 1 Dance Party Album (PolyGram TV) VARIOUS This Years Love (SonyTV) Compiled by Sue Sillitoe: 0181 -767 2255 

Extensive TV and radio ads are backed by national press ads, posters and displays with key retaile Advertising on GMTV, Sky and selected ITV régions are backed by national press ads and posters, jnonScottish and student radio stations, with press ads in The Guardian and MelodyMaker. TV campaign on Channel Four and ITV is backed by national press and régional radio ads. all-media campaign includes national TV ads and advertising on Virgin, Melody and Classic. s will run on Channel Four, Five and ITV. There will be radio ads on Melody, Capital Gold and ILRs. vertising in 0, Mo/'o, Diva, Eay Times, Pink Paperand Rock 'N'Réélis backed by in-store displays. s will run in Echoes, New Nation and Touchand there will be ads on specialist and local radio, extensive all-media campaign including ads on ITV and Classic FM runs through to Christmas, tional Channel Four and ITV ads are backed by cinéma ads to tie in withthe new Bond film, a band's first album for 10 years is backed by music press ads and posters linking in to tour dates, tional ads on Channel Four and ITV will run aiongside press and extensive poster advertising. ds on Classic FM, Melody and Talk are backed by national press ads, BR and 11 " Advertising will run on Kiss FM and in the monthly music press rkedbyad: r/and The Ouardian. 
National Channel Four and régional ITV ads are backed by radio and National and régional TV, radio and press ads are supported by posters and displays with key rs An all-media campaign includes heavyweight TV advertising on Channel Four plus radio adver 

THE PREMIER INTERNATIONAL MUSIC MARRET - PALAIS DES FESTIVALS - CANNES - FRANCE 
18/22 JANUARY 1998 

o[ 4\& ^usic ludusU) 
Hiah-enerav intearal music business ' Wiék 2 

Advèrbsiwg 
The Guide, Pre-News and Daily News magazines give you direct publicity to the global industry before, during and after MIDEM. No other literature oan provide 

THE INYALUABLE AND IRREPLACEABLE TOOL FOR YOUR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
i.1.1 L l i bLi/V 

[ For further information on exhibiting, attending or advertising at MIDEM '98 call 1 Emma Dallas on 0171 528 0086 or fax 0171 895 0949 
1 Name 1 Position      1 Company.  F.y;,;î.  1 Address  . i 1    Countrv  L Tel    Fax  
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pemember where you heard it: 
Clive Black's new set-up with Mark Hlorrison réunîtes the odd couple — 
guess which one is the Walter Matthau of pop - again. Black is 
also probably the only bloke in the 
world who calls Morrison "darling" 
and gets away with it...On the subject of Don Black's son (yup, Punch, Clive 
didn't appreciate being described as 
Don's brother), the former EMIMD is 
believed to be hatching another joint 
venture. And it can't be further away 
than the deal he's done with 
Morrison. This time Clive is twinning 
with a singing Knight - ah hah, but 
which one? Keep 'em peeled, boyo... 
Just how ready for Radio One 
Sound City was Oxford? Certainly 
the planning went awry somewhere 
because Dubstar weren't thrilled 
when they discovered the town's 
Zodiac club had double booked 
their party with a bunch of Samba- 
mad swingers...The cops were fully 
prepared when Andy Parfitt sped 
into town on the way to his panel. 
They caught the Radio One deputy 
controller in a speed trap...Perhaps 
Parfitt had been confused by Sound 
City's blue and white motorway-style 
road signs. By midweek Oxford's 
traffic was in chaos because car 
drivers were trying to obey the bogus 
signs... One of the rumours 
circulating the spires had it that 19  

dooleys diary 

M 

OoIoup 

The PR/management team of Alan Edwards and Dave Woolf and musician/songwriter Sasha Scarbek were no doubt com- paring their CVs when they got together to announce tha for- mation of a new publishing company, Three 4 Music. The top trio, whose associations have includad David Bowie, Janet Jackson, Neneh Cherry and The Brand New Heavies, are being supported in the venture by those independent publish- ing people Bucks Music. Sharing the limelight, left to right, are Dave Woolf, Bucks Music MD Simon Plalz, Sacha Scarbek and Alan Edwards. 
Management's Simon Fuller is 
interested in those former Eton toffs 
The Full Monty. But, he might fînd 
the going tough in coming up with 
monikers for the fab five because 
they're ail bloody posh montys and 
there's not a ginge among them... 
John Peel was an excellent choice 
for compering the bands at Sound 
City - organisers were relieved by the 
end of the week he hadn't put any on 
at the wrong speed...Last year it ail 
concluded with Liam Gallagher 
getting arrested on the streets of 
London. But this time round the Q 
Awards really do promise to bring 
the world something out of the 
ordinary. The hush-hush word is 
that a certain massive UK band, 
who just don't do events, will 
definitely be putting in an appearance 
at the bash tomorrow (Tuesday) at 
London's Park Lane Hôtel...So big 
has been the demand to get into the 
event that apparently some artists' 
invitation requests had to be turned 
down. However, among those passing 
the invite audition were Sir Macca 
of Cartney and Lord Ed of Izzard. 
This season's nail varnish colours 
are likely to be on the conversation agenda...You'd think Paul Conroy 
really wouldn't have to resort to moonlighting as a taxi driver. 

Apparently, though, it's ail part of a 
stunt to promote an exclusive range 
of 40 taxis which have been decked 
out in Spice Girls colours. So you 
can now 'phone up and ask to be 
taken for a ride by either Emma, 
Geri, Victoria, Mels B or C or ail five 
at once...Bard, the BPI and the BVA 
proved there was, er, no golf between 
them in the fight against piracy as 
their fundraising results of August's 
joint first annual golf day at Foxhills, 
Surrey, show - £20,000 was raised in 
all...While the rest of the rock 'n' roll 
fraternity stick to the likes of HMV 
and Virgin to do their in-store 
appearances, our Cliff likes to do 
things a bit differently. As the good 
people of Birmingham were picking 
up their prescriptions at the local 
Boots up popped His Heathcliffness 
to promote the video release of his 
Bronte stage activities. Still, for Cliff 
it was ail worth the effort because the 
store sold more than 900 units of 
the video in 90 minutes...Little 
Phoebe Soremekum of north 
London has a new baby brother to 
cuddle. Mom, Nicola at System of 
Survival/Eclectic Dance, got together 
with partner Irving nine months ago 
and 81b Nelson Levi has just popped 
out to keep Phoebe company.  

Damage proved you can have your cake and eat it when they sliced this little number into bite-sized pièces to officially launch the fan mark of tha recently-formed Music Fan Club Association, set up to discourage disreputable types ripping off the kids. Susie Boone, deputy editor of TOTP and a mem- ber of the MFCA steering committee, says the group now wants to find some trustworthy soûls to launch its own officiai fan club. "We've got the fan mark, w jr firs se 911 have joined. We're ready to go," she says. The MFCA will be faatured on BBC2's November 9 junior watchdog programme Short Change atl1.20am. 

iuisicweek 
Incorporating Record Mirror 

Miller Freoman Entertainment Group, Miller Freeraan pic, Fourth Floor, 8 Montagne Close, London SE1 9UR. Tel: 0171-620 3636. Fax: 0171-401 8035 
Itl Miller Freeman SUBSCRIPTION HOTLINE: 0181-317 7191 NEWSTRADE HOTLINE: 0171- 638 4666 
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